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Back in 1894 Lord Kelvin coined the term “chiral” in order to refer to molecules whose 
mirror images were not superimposable with themselves. Over the years, research has 
demonstrated the important role that chiral molecules play in life, chemistry, and biology as well 
as their importance in the development of new drugs and technologies. 
The efforts to understand chiral systems have been mainly driven by spectroscopic 
methods that leverage on the opposite responses that enantiomers have to linear or circularly 
polarized light of both handedness. More specifically, Electronic Circular Dichroism (ECD) 
which measures the differences in linear absorption of left and right circularly polarized light has 
been the method par excellence for the spectroscopic characterization of chiral compounds. 
Unfortunately, the fact that ECD is based on linear absorption severely limits the use of this 
method in the near to far UV region. This is mainly due to the interferences generated by the 
strong linear absorption of common organic solvents and buffers in this portion of the light 
spectrum. Nevertheless, the fact remains that many chiral biomolecules of interest related to 
deceases like Alzheimer and Parkinson, exhibit most of their linear absorption in the near to far 
UV region where ECD cannot be employed for their study. Therefore, it has become an urgent 
necessity to develop spectroscopic methods to study chiral molecules that can circumvent the 
limitations of ECD at shorter wavelengths.  
In order to overcome the existent limitations in linear chiral spectroscopy, the nonlinear 
equivalent of ECD arises as a promising alternative, i.e. Two-Photon Circular Dichroism 
(TPCD). Although, this phenomenon was theoretically predicted in 1975, it was not until 2008, 
with the introduction of the double-L scan, that a reliable and versatile method for the 
measurement of TPCD was introduced. The high sensitivity of this method is based on the use of 
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“twin” pulses that allow accounting for fluctuations in the excitation source that prevented the 
experimental realization of the measurement. The first measurement of a full TPCD spectrum 
was performed on BINOL enantiomers and the results were supported and discussed with the 
help of theoretical calculations. After that seminal work, we embarked in expanding the 
understanding of the structure-property relationship of TPCD by performing, systematically, a 
series of theoretical-experimental studies in chiral biaryl derivatives and compounds with helical 
chirality. 
In Chapter 2 we present the theoretical-experimental study of the effect of the π-electron 
delocalization curvature on the TPCD of molecules with axial chirality. The targeted molecules 
for this part of our investigation were S-BINOL, S-VANOL, and S-VAPOL. Our findings 
revealed that an increase in the TPCD signal, within this series of compounds, was related to the 
curvature of the π–electron delocalization. The contributions of the different transition moments 
to the two-photon rotatory strength support our outcomes.   
Then, in Chapter 3 we introduce the development of the Fragment-Recombination 
Approach (FRA) for the calculation of the TPCD spectra of large molecules. This simple but 
powerful method is based on the additivity of the TPCD signal, and is subject to a strict 
conditional fragmentation approach. FRA-TPCD is demonstrated, theoretically, in two 
hypothetical molecular systems from the biaryl derivatives family.  
Afterward, in Chapter 4 we show the first experimental demonstration of FRA-TPCD 
through the conformational analysis of an axially-chiral Salen ligand in solution (AXF-155). The 
FRA-TPCD spectra calculated for the different isomers of AXF-155 allowed narrowing the 
number of possible isomers of this complex molecule in THF solution to only two. This 
represents a significant improvement from previously reported results using ECD.  
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Subsequently, in Chapter 5 we present the study of the effect of intramolecular charge 
transfer (ICT) in S-BINAP, an axially dissymmetric diphosphine ligand with strong ICT. The 
evaluation of the performance of two different exchange-correlation functional (XCF) confirmed 
that in order to properly predict the theoretical TPCD spectrum of a molecule exhibiting strong 
ICT, it is required to use an XCF such as CAM-B3LYP. In addition, our findings revealed the 
importance of considering an adequate number of excited states in order to be able to fully 
reproduce the experimental TPCD spectrum, thus avoiding wrong assignments of theoretical 
transitions to experimental spectral features.  
Finally, and expanding on our previous study, in Chapter 6 we investigated the effect of 
the nature of ICT on two hexahelicene derivatives. Our investigation demonstrated that the 
TPCD signal of chiral molecules with strong ICT does not only depend on the strength of this 
effect but on its nature, i.e. extension of the π–electronic delocalization increasing beyond (EXO-
ICT) or within (ENDO-ICT) the helicene core.  
In summary, with the results presented in this thesis we closed a first loop in the 
understanding of the structure-property relationship of TPCD. In the future, we expect to deepen 
in our knowledge of the structure-property relationship of this phenomenon by studying further 
helicene derivatives with donor-acceptor motif, and through the application of FRA-TPCD to the 
conformational analysis of amino acids in peptides. We foresee numerous applications of TPCD 
for the study of optically active molecules with implications in biology, medicine, and the drug 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
 
Light is the most abundant form of energy that surrounds us. Its interaction with matter is 
what gives color to our world, and has caught the attention of thinkers and researchers for several 
millennia. 1, 2 Particularly, the interest among scientists and engineers in the understanding of 
light-matter interaction of novel atomic and molecular assemblies has significantly increased 
since the late 20th century. This is largely due to the direct link between the optical properties of 
these entities and some of their potential technological applications. Among the innovative 
research in chemistry using light one can mention, optical data storage, 3 human cells bioimaging 
4 and single molecule imaging. 5 The impact of the latter two areas of research can be fully 
understood after realizing that the 2014 Nobel Prize in chemistry was awarded to advances in 
these fields. 6 All the efforts made in order to understand the optical properties of novel materials 
have been primarily driven by the development of a series of spectroscopic techniques that reveal 
important information about their electronic properties and structural features. The combination 
of these two important components, material design and spectroscopy, seeks to connect the 
fundamental electronic structure of any molecule with its performance in the application of 
interest. Furthermore, the now common availability in research laboratories of ultrafast laser 
systems had accelerated the advances in photophysics and photochemistry, by opening new 
possibilities that have allowed investigators to deepen their understanding of optical phenomena 
at the molecular level. 7 
Up to the 1950’s, linear spectroscopy techniques, i.e. those based on One-Photon 
Absorption (OPA), dominated the research in photophysics and photochemistry. But the advent 
of Laser systems in 1960, allowed for the development of nonlinear spectroscopic techniques, 
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i.e. those based in multiphoton (n-photon) absorption. This novel approach has been proved to 
offer a series of advantages over linear spectroscopy techniques. In multiphoton processes the 
excitation takes place at a wavelength that is 1/n times that of the corresponding energy gap - 
degenerate case (degenerate case). This increase in the excitation wavelength translates into 
negligible absorption, reduced scattering and sample photodamage along with an improved 
penetration in absorbing or scattering media. 8 Furthermore, the I n dependence of this processes 
(where I is the intensity of the laser pulse) allows for a higher degree of spatial resolution. 9 
These series of advantages have made the use of multiphoton-based processes especially 
attractive to researchers working in imaging of highly absorbing and scattering media such as 
biological samples. These advantages have resulted in many novel and promising applications in 
the fields of bio-imaging and photodynamic therapy. 4, 10 
Among the many possibilities for multi-photon spectroscopy, two-photon spectroscopy 
has indisputably become one of the top techniques in the analysis of optical properties of 
molecules. 11, 12 In particular, Two-Photon Absorption (TPA) has been extensively used in the 
characterization of organic molecules with applications in microscopy, 13 optical limiting 14 and 
3D microfabrication, 15 among others. In addition, the design of new molecules exhibiting TPA 
has been assisted by modern theoretical-computational methods. 11, 12 The access to these 
powerful tools have increased the efficiency of the design of TPA chromophores, by allowing 
investigators to finely tune the TPA properties of molecular systems before carrying out their 
synthesis in the laboratory. 
Since the late 1980s, researchers in nonlinear optics have started developing new 
methods for characterizing molecular systems exhibiting optical activity, 16-24 which is a property 
exclusively observed in chiral entities, i.e. asymmetric molecules with a non-superimposable 
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mirror image. The origin of this research interest is rooted in two main reasons: 1) chiral 
molecules are of the utmost importance in many different areas such as the design of new drugs 
25 and asymmetric catalysts, 26 and the understanding of many biological processes related to the 
origin of life itself, 27 and 2) Electronic Circular Dichroism (ECD), the gold standard technique 
for the characterization of chiral systems, 28 is based in OPA. ECD measures the differences in 
OPA when excitation is carried out with circularly polarized light of different handedness. 
Therefore, the study of chiral molecules in the UV region using ECD is hindered by strong OPA 
from solvents and buffers and increased scattering of inhomogeneous samples observed in this 
spectral region. 29 This set of obstacles can potentially be overcome by leveraging on the 
advantages of multiphoton excitation. To this respect, processes such as second harmonic 
generation (SHG), 16 sum-frequency generation (SFG), 17 nonlinear optical activity 18, 19 and 
multiphoton optical rotation have been proposed. 20-24 However, none of these techniques is a 
truly polarization dependent method like ECD. Fortunately, the nonlinear equivalent of ECD 
called Two-Photon Circular Dichroism (TPCD), was theoretically predicted in the 1970s 30, 31 
and computationally implemented three decades latter. 32 The first step towards the experimental 
measurement of this property was taken by Richardson and co-workers in 1995 33 using 
fluorescence-detected two-photon circular dichroism (FD-TPCD). However, it was not until the 
advent of the double-L scan 34 that a reliable a versatile method for measuring TPCD over a 
broad spectral range was developed. Using this technique, Hernandez and co-workers measured 
the entire TPCD spectrum of BINOL enantiomers. 35  
Hernandez et al. seminal research in this field served to prove the viability of 
experimental TPCD measurements using the double-L scan method and it is the starting point of 
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this dissertation. Next, we present a thorough description of the theoretical and experimental 
details of the linear and nonlinear optical properties subject of this dissertation. 
 
1.1. Fundamentals of linear and non-linear absorption processes 
1.1.1 One-Photon Absorption 
The understanding of the relationship between the electronic structure of a molecule and 
its properties has to start from one of the simplest and most common cases of light-matter 
interaction, i.e. linear absorption of electromagnetic radiation, also known as One-Photon 
absorption. In this process the absorption of one photon induces an electronic transition from an 
initial state (S0) to a final excited state (Sn) (See Figure 1-1). 
 
Figure 1-1.  Simplified Jablonski diagram 
 
The electromagnetic radiation that impinges on the molecular system will tend to create a 
perturbation in its electron cloud. If the oscillation frequency of the electric field of the incident 
photon is equal to one of the natural oscillation frequencies of the molecule, then the two 
interacting parts, i.e. the photon and the molecule, are said to be at a resonance condition. This 
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specific state leads to the absorption of the incident photon, generating an oscillating electric 
dipole within the molecule, i.e. the transition dipole moment ( 0 fµ ), and taking the molecule to 
the excited state Sn. The probability of an electronic transition to take place is strictly bound to
0 fµ . This is manifested in the following relationship between molar absorptivity (ε) and 0 fµ , 36 
 
( ) 219 1 3 022.512 10 . fd l mol cm eε
ν µν − −= ×∫

 , (1-1) 
where ν  is the frequency of the light expressed in cm-1, e is the electron charge and 
2
0 fµ is the 
transition probability. 
An additional factor that needs to be taken into consideration is that for many practical 
purposes OPA measurements are usually performed in solution. If the molecule being measured 
is polar, the dielectric properties of the solvent can significantly alter the electronic cloud of 
both, the ground and excited states of the molecule, with the latter being more affected. This 
perturbation results in a change in the energy gap between these states. The magnitude of the 
modified energy separation between the ground and the excited state, due to the presence of the 













− = − + + 
  , (1-2) 
here Aν  and Fν  are the absorption and emission frequencies in cm-1, respectively, ε and n are the 
solvent dielectric constant and refractive index, respectively, c is the speed of light in vacuo, h is 
the Planck’s constant, and a the radius of the cavity in which the molecule is located. Eµ  and Gµ  
represent the dipole moment of the molecules in their excited and ground state, respectively. The 
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difference between   Aν  and  Fν refers to the energy separation between the ground and excited 
state. 
A comprehensive understanding of OPA would not be complete without mentioning a 
series of additional rules that regulate the occurrence of electronic transitions. These rules are of 
purely quantum mechanical origin and therefore there are no exceptions to them. However, they 
can be relaxed by molecular interactions like the one described above between the solvent and 
the molecular system of interest. Next, a summary of the selection rules for electronic transitions 
is presented. 
 
1.1.2 Selection Rules 
From the dynamics presented above, it seems that the only criterion for an electronic 
transition to take place is that the energy of the incident photon is equal to that of the difference 
between S0 and Sf. Nevertheless, in addition to this basic requirement, there are a series of 
additional constraints or rules that have to be fulfilled in order for OPA to take place. Selection 
rules are the ones that ultimately determine if a particular electronic transition is “allowed” or 
“forbidden”. These set of rules are derived from the transition dipole moment integral, which 
involves the wave functions of the initial (Ψf) and final (Ψf) states: 36 
 
*
0 0 fΨ Ψ dτfµ µ= ∫ . (1-3) 
When the integral in Equation 1-3 vanishes for a given set of Ψ0 and Ψf wave functions, 
the transition between these two states is forbidden and will not be observed in the experimental 
spectrum, unless the appropriate perturbation is applied. The absence of OPA when 0 0fµ =  is 
implied in Equation 1-1. On the other hand, Equation 1-1 also indicates that excitations with 
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non-vanishing transition dipole moment integrals will be observed in the spectrum and their 
strength will be mainly determined by the magnitude of 0 fµ . 
The selection rules that apply to electronic transitions simply arise from all the conditions 
that always make the integral in Equation 1-3 equal to zero. Generally, there are two kinds of 
rules that apply to most chromophores. First, the spin selection rules (∆S = 0), is rooted in the 
fact that neither the dipole nor the quadrupole moment operators have any effect on the spin. 
Therefore, an electronic transition is spin allowed only if the multiplicity of the participating 
states is identical. Second, the spatial symmetry selection rules (∆l = ±1) are the result of the 
need of the integrand in Equation 1-3 to be totally symmetric in order to yield a non-zero value. 
As a consequence of this, for centrosymmetric molecules, transitions between states of the same 
symmetry are allowed while those between states of opposite symmetry are forbidden. 36 
In addition, it is important to consider a very specific but relevant case that gives rise to 
another selection rule. In their “one- electron theory”, Condon, Altar and Eyring, 38 describe that 
if a molecule has either a plane or a center of symmetry, then either the vectors of the induced 
electric and magnetic dipoles are orthogonal or their sum is zero. However, in the specific case 
of a chromophore with two transitions, i.e. one electric and one magnetic, the magnetic and 
electric fields will not be orthogonal. This is due to the perturbation induced by the asymmetry in 
the states. One case where this rule can apply is to the relatively common n-π* excitations, that 
are electrically forbidden but magnetically allowed. 
Overall, a considerable amount of structural information can be obtained from the study 
of the OPA spectrum of chromophores. Nevertheless, a variety of other phenomena with useful 
technological applications occur in the nonlinear regime. Next, a description of one of the most 




1.1.3 Nonlinear Absorption 
In addition to the OPA case, a chemical species can also undergo an electronic transition 
by means of absorption of multiple photons. In the OPA case the energy of the incident photon 
has to match that of the energy difference between S0 and Sf, while for the cases when n photons 
are absorbed (known as Multiphoton Absorption (MPA) or nonlinear absorption) this difference 
has to be equal to the addition of the energy of the n photons responsible for the excitation (See 
Figure 1-1). The possibility to induce electronic excitation by means of MPA was predicted by 
Göppert－Mayer in 1931, 39 where she specifically addressed the theoretical probability of 
simultaneous absorption of two photons, i.e. TPA (See Figure 1-1). Her hypothesis was that the 
transition could occur because of the existence of virtual states located in between real states 
(See Figure 1-1). In order to observe this phenomenon a high intensity light source was required. 
For this reason the experimental confirmation of her prediction came only after the invention of 
lasers, three decades later. 40 
In order to understand the dynamics of nonlinear absorption processes, it is important to 
consider the behavior of the polarization of the electron cloud in the presence of strong radiation, 
such as that generated by a laser source. When a molecular system is exposed to an external 
electric field similar in magnitude to interatomic electric fields, the behavior of the polarization 
starts deviating from the linearity observed in OPA and the electronic oscillations are better 
described by an anharmonic oscillator. This nonlinear behavior in response to the laser light is 
the origin of a variety of nonlinear phenomena. A Taylor expansion of the polarization of the 
material in the external electric field gives rise to a series of terms that can be associated with 
such phenomena, 41 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 32 3 … n nP E E E Eχ χ χ χ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + + ⋅
    
, (1-4) 
where, ( )nχ  are macroscopic parameters known as susceptibility tensors of nth order. The first 
susceptibility ( )1χ , describes the linear polarization of the medium, while the nonlinear 
susceptibilities ( )1nχ +  (where n = 1, 2, …) describe the induced nonlinear polarization. In 
general, susceptibilities are complex numbers composed of a real and an imaginary part. The real 
part of ( )1χ  is associated to the refractive index of the medium while its imaginary part is linked 
to the linear absorption (OPA) coefficient of a molecule. 
There are many nonlinear phenomena described by the nonlinear susceptibilities. 
However, this section will only describe those associated to ( )3χ . The real part of the third-order 
susceptibility ( )( )3 Reχ  is related to the change induced in the refractive index due to the high 
intensity of the applied electric field (I ∝ E2). Then, the nonlinearity induces the appearance of a 
nonlinear refractive index coefficient (n2), in addition to the refractive index of the material (n0),  
 
( ) 0 2n I n n I= + , (1-5) 







n nεχ = , (1-6) 
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Two phenomena are a direct consequence of the self-
modulation of the incident light due to the appearance of the nonlinear refractive index, i.e. self-
focusing (n2 > 0) and self-defocusing (n2 < 0). 42 
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On the other hand, the imaginary part of third-order susceptibility ( )( )3Imχ  is associated 
with the TPA of the media. The occurrence of nonlinear absorption phenomena leads to a 
complex dependence of the intensity of the radiation as it propagates through the absorbing 
media, 12 
( ) 2 3 4 …dI z I I I I
dz
α β γ η= − − − − − , (1-7) 
where,  I(z) is the intensity of the incident light along the direction of propagation (the z-axis) 
and α, β, γ, and η are the one-, two-, three-, and four-photon coefficients of the medium, 
respectively. All of these absorption coefficients are related to the imaginary parts of the 
corresponding odd-numbered susceptibilities, e.g. ( )1Imχ  related to α, ( )3Imχ  related to β, 
( )5Imχ  related to γ… For the specific case of two-photon absorption the relationship between 
( )3Imχ  and β is given by, 
( )
2 2
3 0 0Im n cεχ β
ω
= . (1-8) 
A practical way to assess the nonlinear optical properties of a medium from measured 
spectra is by using the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relation. This bidirectional mathematical relation 
connects the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility tensors, facilitating the calculation of 
the refractive index profile of a medium exclusively from its frequency-dependent absorption 
and vice versa. The KK relations for the specific case of  ( )3χ  are the following, 43 
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℘∫ , (1-10) 
where  ℘signifies that the integral has to be calculated using a limiting process called the 
Cauchy principal value. From the practical point of view this principal value is a warning to be 
cautious when integrating close to the singularity found in the denominator at the resonance 
frequency ω. 44 
In addition to the two-photon absorption coefficient β, another common way to quantify 
TPA is through the so called two-photon absorption cross-section (σ2). This quantity is defined 




β ωσ =   (1-11) 
where ω is the frequency of the excitation radiation and N0 is the total number of molecules that 
can be excited via TPA. 
A final consideration that has to be addressed in this section is the differences between 
OPA and TPA that arise from the different selection rules that govern these two processes. 36 The 
symmetry selection rules dictate that in a centrosymmetric molecule, a transition occurring via 
OPA must take place between two states of opposite symmetry (odd parity). On the other hand, 
in the TPA case, the symmetry of the initial and final states has to be the same (even parity). This 
occurs because a TPA transition takes place through a virtual state whose symmetry is opposite 
to that of the other two states involved in the excitation. As a consequence of this, the set of 
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excited states that are accessible through one- and two-photon spectroscopies is completely 
different, at least for centrosymmetric molecules. 45, 46 
 
1.2. Theoretical framework for the calculation of linear and nonlinear 
absorption spectra 
Nowadays, it is almost customary that every publication in experimental chemistry is 
accompanied by some sort of computational calculation of at least one or more of the properties 
of the reported compound. 47 The main reason for this widespread use of computational 
chemistry is that the computational cost of a reliable calculation has lowered at a rapid pace over 
the past three decades. This has given access to more chemists to this powerful tool that allow to 
support, and to better understand, the results obtained from the experiment. 
The fields of linear and nonlinear optics have greatly benefited from the use of 
computational chemistry tools. Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) 48, 49 is 
the most widely used method for the prediction of OPA and TPA spectra of a variety of 
chromophores. 50 This formalism, allows obtaining reliable predictions of the mentioned spectra 
at a moderate computational cost. However, this can only be attained if the proper combination 
of functional and basis set is used. For instance, it is known that the widely popular Becke 3-
parameter Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) 51-53 exchange correlation functional (XCF) erroneously 
underestimates excitation energies for molecules with charge transfer (CT) states. 54, 55 In order 
to correct this deficiency new functionals, like the Coulomb Attenuated Method B3LYP (CAM-
B3LYP), 54, 55 are constantly being developed. The above mentioned XCFs are employed 
throughout this dissertation to perform excited state calculations employing TD-DFT. Next, the 
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necessary equations for the retrieval of OPA and TPA spectra from molecular parameters 
obtained from the TD-DFT calculations are presented. 
 
1.2.1 One-Photon Absorption 
The experimental OPA is usually reported in molar absorptivity (ε). This quantity is 
proportional to the oscillator strength (f0f) of each electronic excited state which in turn depends 
on the electric transition dipole moment ( 0 fµ ). For an electronic transition between the ground 
state and an excited state, the following equation establishes the relationship between the 
oscillator strength f0f and the molar absorptivity ( )OPAε ω , 56 
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here, 02 cω π λ=  is the circular frequency of the incident radiation, 0c  is the speed of light in 













( )0, ,fg ω ω Γ  is the normalized line shape centered at 0 fω ω=  and with a full width half-
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Equation 1-13 yields units of l.mol-1.cm-1 for the molar absorptivity when the values of ω  
are in atomic units and 0 ff  is obtained from 0 fµ  (see Equation 1-14) in atomic units as well. 
 
1.2.2 Two-Photon Absorption 
The quantity used to report experimental TPA measurements is the so called two-photon 
absorption cross section ( TPAδ ). The theoretical value of TPAδ , for the degenerate case (two 
photons of equal frequency, 1 2ω ω ω= = ),  can be obtained from the following expression, 30, 57 
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= × Γ ⋅∑ , (1-17) 
( ) ( ) ( )2 0 0 048.35150 1 2 ,0 , ,TPA TPAf f f
f
gδ ω ω ω ω δ ω−≈ × ⋅× Γ∑  (1-18) 
here, the orientationally averaged two-photon probability 0
TPA
fδ  is defined in function of the 
molecular parameters 1A  and 2A , 
 
( )0 0 1 0 2 0( ) ( ) ( )TPAf f f fF G Hδ ω ω ω= × + + ×A A , (1-19) 
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where F, G, and H are scalars used to define de polarization of the excitation radiation and for 
the case of linearly polarize light F = G = H = 2. 30, 57 The molecular parameters 1A  and 2A  are 
obtained from the two-photon transition matrix elements 0 fiiS  using, 
 
0 0 ,*
1 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )
f f
f f fρρ σσ
ρσ
ω ω ω= ∑A S S , (1-20) 
0 0 ,*
2 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )
f f
f f fρσ ρσ
ρσ
ω ω ω= ∑A S S . (1-21) 
Equation 1-18 yields units of cm4.s.photon-1.molecule-1 (10-50 cm4.s.photon-1.molecule-1 = 
1 Göppert-Mayer, 1 GM)) for the two-photon absorption cross section when the values of ω  and 
0
TPA
fδ  are in atomic units. In addition, it is important to remark that the OPA and TPA spectra 
obtained from the theoretical equations presented above only consider single isolated molecules. 
Next, the main theoretical models for the inclusion of solvent environments are presented. 
 
1.2.3 Solvent models 
The solvent effects on the absorption properties of molecular systems were already 
discussed in Section 1.1. In summary, a solvent environment can potentially modify both the 
geometry and electronic structure of a chemical species. Excited states are particularly sensitive 
to perturbations caused by the solvent, due to the increased polarization of charges observed in 
these states. This behavior can yield to significant changes in the absorption properties of the 
molecule. Consequently, the application of theoretical models describing solvent effects is highly 
relevant. Theoretical solvent models can be classified into two major categories, i.e. explicit and 
implicit models. These two classifications are also commonly referred to as, discrete and 
continuum models, respectively. 58, 59 
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First, explicit solvent models consider some individual solvent molecules interacting with 
the solute (See Figure 1-2.a). The Supramolecular approach, Molecular Mechanics (MM), 
Hybrid Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
are among the explicit models that are widely used for practical applications. The 
Supramolecular approach describes the solute-solvent interactions in a quantum mechanical way. 
In the MM approach, classical electrostatic interactions are evaluated considering the charge 
distribution (point charges, dipoles, etc…) of solute and solvent molecules. The QM/MM 
method combines a quantum mechanical treatment for one or a few molecules of the solute-
solvent ensemble with a molecular mechanical description for the rest of the molecules. The MD 
approach uses Newton’s classical equations of motion to describe the molecular trajectories from 
theoretically or empirically fitted intramolecular potentials. 
 
Figure 1-2. Graphical depiction of a) explicit and b) implicit solvent models. 
 
Second, implicit solvent models treat the solvent environment as a polarizable continuum 
characterized by its dielectric constant ε (See Figure 1-2.b).59 The solute molecule, which is 
encapsulated in a cavity surrounded by the continuum medium, is described using a classical 
electrostatic model or through quantum mechanics. One of the earliest implicit models, the 
Solvent Reaction Field (SRF) model, was proposed by Onsager in 1936. 60 The SRF model 
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reduces the solute to a classical point polarizable dipole embedded in a spherical or ellipsoidal 
cavity within a dielectric continuum. This seminal work served as the basis for the so-called Self-
Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF) model. 61 In this approach, the solute molecule is trapped in 
the same kind of cavity as in the SRF model, but is treated using quantum mechanics. The charge 
distribution of the solute induces a polarization of the dielectric continuum, generating a new 
environment that creates changes in the charge distribution of the solute. This cycle repeats itself 
until an equilibrium condition is achieved. This final state is found through an iterative or self-
consistent process. An additional implicit model, that also applies such a self-consistent 
methodology, is the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM). 62, 63 The main difference between 
PCM and SCRF is that the shape of the cavity in the former method resembles that of the solute 
molecule. Since PCM is the solvent model used throughout this dissertation it will be presented 
in the next section in more detail. 
 
1.2.3.1 Polarizable Continuum Model 
The PCM molecular-shaped cavity is obtained by defining imaginary interlocking 
spheres centered in each one of the atoms of the solute.63 The Van der Walls radii, or a slightly 
increased value of it, are used for defining the sphere size. Using a molecular-shaped cavity 
instead of a spherical or ellipsoidal one (as in the SRF and SCRF models), allows for a more 
realistic modeling of the solute. In Figure 1-3, a graphical depiction of the solvent cavity is 
presented. Two different surfaces are highlighted in this figure, first the cavity surface or Solvent 
Excluded Surface (SES), that establishes how close the solvent molecules can approach the 
solute and second the Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) that is obtained from the addition of the 




Figure 1-3. Graphical depiction of the PCM cavity (From Ref.63) 
 
 
In PCM, the solvation free energy ( solG∆ ) is calculated using, 64 
 
sol el dr cavG G G G∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆ . (1-22) 
Here, elG∆  and drG∆  are the electrostatic and the dispersion-repulsion contributions to the free 
energy, respectively and cavG∆  is the cavitation energy. The SES is used to calculate elG∆  and 
cavG∆ , while drG∆  is obtained from the SAS. In addition, the localization and value of the 
surface charges are obtained employing a systematic segmentation of the SES in small regions 
(tesserae) of known areas, where one point charge is considered per surface element. 
When PCM is used for the calculation of electronic transitions using time dependent 
methods, non-equilibrium effects must be included in the model.63 This modification of the 
model arises from the fact that upon a sudden change in charge distribution of the solute, due to 
the incident radiation, the solvent molecules relax in a non-instantaneous fashion. Figure 1-4 
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shows a graphical representation of an OPA process (red vertical arrow) followed by emission 
(blue vertical arrow) within the non-equilibrium formulism. 
 
Figure 1-4. Representation of the non-equilibrium formulism 
 
Here, the non-equilibrium effects in PCM have been included by partitioning the reaction 
field in two components, i.e. one fast and one slow. The fast or dynamic component (qd) is 
related to the electronic relaxation and is obtained from the optical or dynamic dielectric constant
optε , which is given by the square of the refractive index of the solvent. The slow or delayed 
component (qi) is calculated from the static dielectric constant staε , and is related to the nuclear 
motions of the solvent molecules. 
 
1.3. Experimental methods for the measurement of two-photon absorption 
coefficient 
Motivated by the many applications of materials with relatively significant third-order 
susceptibilities,11, 65 researchers in nonlinear optics have developed several different methods to 
estimate the TPA coefficients ( )β  of molecular systems. These methods can be classified in 
three different categories, i.e. wave mixing techniques, indirect methods and direct methods. 65 
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Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS), 66, 67 Optical Kerr effect 68, 69 and Degenerate 
Four-Wave Mixing (DFWM) 70, 71 are among the wave mixing techniques. The former two 
approaches require the use of two different beams while the latter uses a total of three beams. 
The experimental setups of these methods are relatively complex because they require a careful 
control of temporal and spatial overlapping of the beams used. This has limited the use of wave-
mixing techniques for practical purposes. 65 In contrast, most indirect methods have the 
advantage of requiring relatively simple experimental setups. These techniques are based on 
monitoring the different processes involved in the relaxation of the molecule after the TPA 
process takes place. The most common indirect method is the so-called Two Photon Induced 
Fluorescence (TPIF). 72, 73 This technique relies on the availability of an adequate reference 
compound whose TPA spectrum is known. If this is the case, the TPA spectrum of the sample 
can be obtained from the direct comparison of its one- and two-photon induced fluorescence 
spectra with the same spectra for the reference compound, measured under the exact same 
experimental conditions. The use of this double-referencing methodology eliminates the 
necessity of knowing several experimental variables, such as parameters related to the excitation 
beam (pulse duration, pulse energy and temporal intensity distribution), the wavelength 
dependence of the detector response, the sample concentration or its fluorescence quantum yield. 
However, one of the main disadvantages of this method is that any uncertainty in the molar 
absorptivity of the sample will lead to an inaccurate estimation of β. In addition to this, TPIF is 
limited to samples with detectable fluorescence emission. On the other hand, direct methods do 
not rely on the emission properties of the molecule under study but rather on its nonlinear 
absorption. In 1989, Sheik-Bahae et.al. 42 introduced the Z-scan technique, which has established 
itself as the most versatile, simple and widely used direct method for measuring not only β but 
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the nonlinear refractive indexes (n2) as well. Next, the basic principles of this approach are 
presented. 
1.3.1 Z-scan technique 
A Z-scan consists in the translation of a sample along the propagation axis (z axis) of a 
focused beam with a Gaussian spatial profile and fixed energy. 42 The focusing geometry 
naturally creates a distribution of intensities along the z-axis that is maximum at the focal plane. 
When the energy of the beam is high enough, variations of the real ( ( )3Re χ ) and imaginary (
( )3Imχ ) parts of the third-order susceptibility of the sample can be observed in the vicinity of the 
focal plane. The magnitude of these changes can be monitored by measuring the transmitted 
power as a function of the z position at the far field, employing two different setups. 
In the open aperture setup (see Figure 1-5.a) a collection lens is placed after the sample to 
ensure that all the transmitted light reaches the far field detector, this variant is used to measure 
nonlinear absorption (β in the case of TPA). On the other hand, the measurement of nonlinear 
refraction (n2) is performed using the closed aperture setup (see Figure 1-5.b), where a circular 
aperture is placed concentrically with the beam before the far field detector. In both cases, the 
sample thickness (L) is limited by the confocal parameter of the beam (Raleigh range), z0, which 
is a function of the beam radius at the focal plane (w0) and is defined as 20 0 /z wπ λ= for 
Gaussian beams. The sample to be scanned has to be “thin” i.e. L < z0, in order to avoid any 
changes in the beam spatial distribution within the cell, due to the nonlinear diffraction or 
nonlinear absorption. In addition, a minimum scan length of ±5z0  from the focal plane has to be 
employed to ensure that all the nonlinear behavior is properly measured. In the specific case of 
the closed aperture Z-scan, the aperture has to be placed at a distance much greater than the 
Raleigh range (usually between 20z0 to 100z0) so as to fulfill the far field approximation. A 
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parameter that is exclusive to the closed aperture Z-scan is the so-called transmittance factor of 
the aperture (S), which is determined by the fraction of the transmitted beam that passes through 
the aperture. Typical values for S are between 0.1 and 0.5. Here, it is important to emphasize that 
the beam distortions associated to nonlinear refraction can only be detected when at least a 
fraction of the light (0 < S < 1) is cut by the aperture.  
 
Figure 1-5. (a) Closed aperture Z-scan setup. (b) Open aperture Z-scan setup. 
 
 
The typical outputs for the closed aperture Z-scan of a sample exhibiting nonlinear 
refraction (without any nonlinear absorption) are shown in Figure 1-6.a. The two curves 
correspond to self-focusing (n2 > 0, red line) and self-defocusing (n2 < 0, black line) 
nonlinearities. In the former case, as the sample approaches the focal plane, the beam size 
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increases and a transmittance minimum is observed, once the sample passes the focal plane the 
beam size decreases and the additional light that goes through the aperture generates a 
transmittance maximum. In the latter case, the opposite behavior is registered. A common feature 
of both cases is that the transmittance at the focal plane is identical to the far field transmittance. 
This behavior is a direct result of the “thin lens” approximation. The magnitude of n2 can be 
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, (1-23) 
where, I0 is the irradiance at the focal point and 0∆Φ is the absolute value of the nonlinear phase 
shift, which is given by, 
 







here pvT∆  is the value of the difference between the peak and valley transmittances. An 
additional useful application of the closed aperture Z-scan is in the estimation of the Raleigh 
range through the empirical relationship 0~ 1.7pvZ z∆  , where pvZ∆  is the difference between 





Figure 1-6. Typical outputs for (a) Closed aperture z-scan and (b) Open aperture Z-scan. 
 
Figure 1-6.b shows the typical output of an open aperture Z-scan of a sample exhibiting 
nonlinear absorption. The removal of the aperture in this experiment is crucial to avoid any 
interferences coming from changes in the wavefront of the beam due to nonlinear refraction. The 
collection of all the transmitted light ensures that any decrease in transmittance is due to 
nonlinear absorption of the sample. Far from the focal plane, the size of the Gaussian beam is not 
small enough to attain the intensity required to induce nonlinear absorption on the sample. 
Therefore, the Normalized Transmittance (NT) can be set equal to unity using this point as a 
reference. As the sample continues its way towards the focal plane of the focused Gaussian beam 
(z = 0), the nonlinear absorption starts to occur and NT decreases. The minimum NT is observed 
at the focal point, where the maximum nonlinear absorption takes place. Then the sample is 
moved away from the focal plane and the decreased intensity of the beam allows NT to reach its 
original base value. The magnitude of  β can be indirectly determined from the open aperture Z-
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where the temporally Gaussian pulse is time integrated to give NT and ( )2 20 0 0 /q I Lw w zβ= . 
Here, I0 is related to the intensity at the focal plane and w(z) is the beam radius at a given z 
position. 
The linear and nonlinear optical phenomena described up to this point are applicable to 
any molecular system. However, in chiral molecules additional optical properties are observed. 
These properties are at the core of this dissertation and understanding them is crucial for the 
comprehension of this work. Next, the fundamentals of the absorption properties of chiral 
molecules are presented. 
 
1.4. Fundamentals of linear and nonlinear circular dichroism 
Chiral systems are those whose mirror images are not superimposable. 74 This group of 
molecules exhibit specific optical properties, both in the linear and nonlinear regime. Such 
properties are called chiroptical, and their occurrence is strictly bound to the polarization state of 
the light used to induce them. Therefore, before considering the different chiroptical properties it 
is important to revise the fundamentals of polarized light. 
When the orientation of the electric field of a light wave is constant in time, such wave is 
said to be linearly polarized. In order to understand the origin of the different polarization states 
of light, it is necessary to first analyze the case of two orthogonal linearly polarized waves 
propagating in time (t) along the z axis. 75 In this case the electric field vector ( iE

) of the two 








( ) ( )0ˆ, cosy yE z t jE kz tω ϕ= − +

, (1-27) 
where k is the light wave vector, ω is the frequency of the light, ϕ is the relative phase difference 
between them, and E0x and E0y are the amplitude of the electric field in the x and y direction, 
respectively. The linear combination of these two waves yields, 
 
( ) ( ) ( ), , ,x yE z t E z t E z t= +
  
. (1-28) 
If the two waves are in phase, i.e.  nϕ π= ± , where n = 0, 1, 2, 3…, ( ),E z t

 can be written as, 
 
( ) ( ) ( )0 0ˆ ˆ, cosx yE z t iE jE kz tω= + −

, (1-29) 
where this resultant wave has a constant amplitude in time equal to ( )0 0ˆ ˆx yiE jE+ that makes it 
linearly polarized also. 
However, the linear combination of two linearly polarized waves does not always yield 
linearly polarized light. For instance, if the two waves have identical amplitude 0 0 0x yE E E= = , 
and ( ) ( )/ 2 2mϕ π π= − + , where m = ±1, ±2,…, the resultant quarter-wave phase difference 
changes the behavior of ( ),yE z t

 from cosinusoidal to sinusoidal, and then the linear 
combination of the two waves is given by, 
 





where the amplitude of the electric field is constant but its direction rotates continuously in time 
around the z axis, resulting in circularly polarized light. The direction of the rotation is 
determined by the sign of the quarter-wave phase difference. The wave described by Equation 1-
30 rotates in a clockwise direction, as seen by an observer towards whom the wave is 
propagating. In this case the light is said to be Right Circularly Polarized. On the other hand, if 
the phase difference is ( ) ( )/ 2 2mϕ π π= + , the same observer will perceive the wave rotating 
counterclockwise, which corresponds to Left Circularly Polarized Light that is described by 
( ) ( )0 i cos -jsiˆ ˆ nE E kz t kz tω ω = − − 

. If left and right circularly polarized light of the same 
amplitude are mixed, the resulting wave will have linear polarization because of the cancelation 
of the ( ),yE z t

 components of the mixed waves. Therefore, linearly polarized light can be seen as 
a combination of circularly polarized light of both handedness. 75  
 
1.4.1 Electronic Circular dichroism 
When a beam of linearly polarized light passes through a chiral sample, its circularly 
polarized components exhibit different refractive indexes ( )L Rn n≠  and can have different 
absorption coefficients ( )L Rk k≠ . The occurrence of this behavior gives rise to two different 
chiroptical phenomena, circular birefringence and circular dichroism.76 The former effect, also 
known as optical rotation, induces the rotation of the plane of polarization of linearly polarized 
light as the beam passes through the chiral sample. The latter chiroptical phenomenon manifests 




In order to better understand the chiroptical phenomenon of circular dichroism it is 
necessary to analyze the behavior of linearly polarized light as it is absorbed by a chiral medium. 
Before the linearly polarized light passes through a chiral sample (See Figure 1-7.a), its two 
circularly polarized components have electric field vectors of the same magnitude. After passing 
through the chiral sample both vectors have decreased in magnitude, due to absorption (See 
Figure 1-7.b). However, as a result of circular dichroism, the magnitude of the electric field of 
one of the two circularly polarized components decreased more than the other (EL < ER in the 
case of Figure 1-7.b). Therefore, the polarization of the transmitted light is no longer linear but 
elliptical. 74 
The degree of ellipticity ( )θ  is obtained from the arctangent of the minor to the major 
elliptical axis (See Figure 1-7.b). The value of θ  (in degrees) is related to the differences in 
absorption of circularly polarized light through the following relationship, 77 
 
32.988 Aθ = ∆ , (1-31) 
where L RA A A∆ = − is the circular dichroism, here AL and AR are the absorbance for left and right 
circularly polarized light, respectively. An expression for molar ellipticity [ ]( )θ can be obtained 
after combining Equation 1-31 with Beer’s law, 77 
 
[ ] 32.988 32.988A
c l c l
θθ ε∆= = = ∆
⋅ ⋅
, (1-32) 
where, c is the molarity, l is the path length in centimeters, ε∆  is  the circular dichroism in terms 
of molar absorptivity. Experimental measurements of circular dichroism are usually reported in 




Figure 1-7. (a) Linearly polarized light (vertical double headed arrow) can be described by a left 
(circle with red arrowheads) and right (circle with blue arrowheads) circularly polarized components 
with electric fields of the same magnitude (E0R = E0L). (b) After interacting with a chiral medium, 
both components are unequally absorbed (concentric circles) and their sum describes an elliptical 
polarization state (purple ovoid). Note: The four diagrams depicted in the Figure show a complete 




When referred to electronic excitations (OPA), circular dichroism is known as electronic 
circular dichroism (ECD). ECD is widely used on the assignment of absolute configurations, 
because the enantiomers of a chiral molecule, i.e. the pair molecules with non-superimposable 
mirror images, yield mirror image ECD spectra (opposite sign for each excitation wavelength). 28 
In addition, ECD is sensitive to conformational and structural changes affecting the 3D structure 
of chiral molecules, thus establishing this spectroscopic tool among the most powerful methods 
for stereochemical analysis. However, for electronic excited states that correspond to excitation 
wavelengths of less than 200 nm, ECD measurements are hindered by the increased linear 
absorption of solvents and buffers in this region, as well as by the increased scattering observed 
in inhomogenous samples. 29 In order to overcome these limitations, approaches such as 
synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD), 78 magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), 79 
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vibrational circular dichroism (VCD), 80 and Raman optical activity (ROA), 81 have been 
proposed. However, none of these methods have been able to successfully reveal the spectral 
features located in the near to far UV region that are obscure to ECD. The only experimental 
approach that has shown the potential to achieve this goal and it is also a truly polarization 
dependent method (like ECD), is the so-called Two-Photon Circular Dichroism (TPCD) 
 
1.4.2 Two-Photon Circular Dichroism 
TPCD is defined as ( ) ( ) ( )Δ TPATP TPAL RCDδ λ λ δ λδ= − , where ( )TPALδ λ  and ( )TPARδ λ  are the 
TPA cross-section for left and right circularly polarized light, respectively. 30, 31 In other words, 
TPCD is the nonlinear equivalent of ECD (See Figure 1-8) and consists on the differences in 
TPA cross-section observed when chiral molecules are excited with circularly polarized light of 
different handedness. This approach combines the chiral discrimination capabilities of circular 
dichroism with the many advantages described in Section 1.3 for TPA based techniques, thus 
giving TPCD the potential to overcome the shortcomings of ECD at lower wavelengths. In 
addition, the different selection rules that govern OPA and TPA processes (see Section 1.2), 
suggest that ECD and TPCD should have different spectral features. However, since selection 
rules are relaxed in chiral molecules due to their inherent lack of symmetry, these differences are 
not as marked as the differences observed between OPA and TPA of centrosymmetric molecules. 
In spite of this, TPCD has proven to provide spectroscopic information for chiral molecules that 





Figure 1-8. Comparative representation of (a) Electronic circular dichroism and (b) Two-photon 
circular dichroism. 
 
1.5. Theoretical framework for the calculation of linear and nonlinear 
circular dichroism spectra 
 
1.5.1 Electronic Circular Dichroism 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, experimental ECD spectra are usually reported as 
differences in molar absorptivity ( )ECDε∆ . This quantity is proportional to the ECD rotatory 
strength ( )0ECDfR  of each electronic excited state which in turn depends on the electric ( )μ and 
magnetic ( )m  transition dipole moments. For an electronic transition between the ground state 
and an excited state, the following equation establishes the relationship between 0
ECD
fR and the 
molar absorptivity ( )ECDε ω∆ , 30, 56, 83 
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where 02 cω π λ=  is the circular frequency of the incident radiation, 0c  is the speed of light in 
vacuo), ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, NA is Avogadro’s number, ( )0, ,fg ω ω Γ is the normalized 
lineshape centered at 0 fω ω=  and with a full width half-maximum (FWHM), Γ (see Equations 
1-15 and 1-16 for a full description of the lineshapes employed) and 0
ECD






fR f f= ℑ  μ m , (1-35) 
where the gauge length is employed. Equation 1-34 implies that 0
ECD
fR  is used in a.u. and then the 
units of ECDε∆  are 1 1mol cm L− − . 
 
1.5.2 Two-Photon Circular Dichroism 
Tinoco 30 and Power, 31 simultaneously but independently, were the first to predict the 
theoretical possibility of TPCD in 1975. However, the computational implementation of their 
predictions was not performed until three decades later, when Rizzo and co-workers made 
possible the calculation of TPCD for complex molecular systems. According to the formalism 
proposed by Tinoco 30 the TPCD spectrum of a chiral molecule can be obtained from the TPCD 
rotatory strength ( )0TPCDfR  through the following relationship, 56 
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here b1, b2 and b3 are scalars that depend on the experiment. In the case of two co-linear and co-
propagating right or left circularly polarized photons, b1 = 6 and b2 = -b3 = 2. The molecular 
parameters 0( )i fωB  can be obtained from, 82 
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where *,0 ( )p fαβ βωP  and 
,0 f
ii
+T  are the electric transition dipole and quadrupole matrix elements in 
the velocity formulation, respectively, and ,0 ( )p fαβ βωM  is the magnetic transition dipole matrix 
element. These tensors are defined through the following sum-over state expressions: 
 

















































where βραε  is the Levi Civita alternating tensor, 
p
αµ  is the  α  component of the dipole velocity 
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and the αβ  component of the mixed length-velocity form of the quadrupole operator Tαρ
+ , is 
defined as 
( )i i i i i
i i
qT p r r p
mαρ α β α β
+ = +∑ . (1-47) 
Equation 1-37 yields units of cm4.s.photon-1.molecule-1 (10-50 cm4.s.photon-1.molecule-1 = 
1 Göppert-Mayer, 1 GM)) for the TPCD when the values of ω  and ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  are in atomic 
units. 
It is interesting to highlight that Tinoco 30 and Power 31 also addressed the feasibility of 
experimental measurements of TPCD. Both authors showed in their remarks that the ratio of the 
TPCD to TPA signals would be similar to that found between ECD and OPA signals, which is 
usually in the order of 10-3. This led them to conclude that TPCD would be experimentally 
undetectable. In spite of this prediction, experimentalists in nonlinear optics have made efforts to 
overcome this limitation. However, it was not until recently that a reliable and versatile 
technique for the measurement of TPCD was developed. The next section addresses the 
fundamentals of this experimental approach. 
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1.6. Experimental measurements of two-photon circular dichroism 
The earliest successful attempt for the measurement of TPCD is attributed to Gunde and 
Richardson, 33 who in 1995 observed TPCD on a Gd3+ complex using fluorescence based method 
called Fluorescence Detected TPCD (FD-TPCD). However, only a very limited portion of the 
TPCD spectrum (approximately 23 nm) was measured. Due to the lack of versatility of this 
experimental approach, the quest for different methods for measuring TPCD continued. 
Experiments employing pump-probe, 18 Z-scan with modulation of the polarization, 84 
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 85, 86 have been attempted. Unfortunately, none of 
these approaches have been capable of yielding pure TPCD spectra of any optically active 
molecule. 
The challenge at hand was not solved until the introduction of a novel experimental 
approach in 2008 by Hernandez and co-workers called the double-L scan. 34 This method was 
based on the Z-scan technique and had the necessary sensitivity to allow for the detection of 
TPCD. The experimental strategy behind this improved sensitivity is that the TPA measurements 
for the different polarization states are carried out simultaneously using “twin pulses”. Because 
all the experimental TPCD measurements presented in this dissertation were performed using the 
double-L scan, the details of this experimental approach are presented in the following section. 
 
1.6.1 Double-L scan 
The first attempts of Hernandez and co-workers to measure TPCD 87 were performed 
using the Z-scan technique. The approach consisted in measuring the TPA cross-sections for 
right circularly polarized light (RCPL) and left circularly polarized light (LCPL), as well as 
Linearly Polarized Light (LPL). Apart from the polarization state of the light, all the 
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experimental conditions for these measurements were kept constant within the experimental 
limitations. (S)-(-)-1,1’-bi(2-naphthol) (S-BINOL) and (R)-(+)-1,1’-bi(2-naphthol) (R-BINOL) 
in THF solution, were the two enantiomers employed in the study. The enantiomeric ratio for 
both compounds was ≥ 99:1. The excitation source consisted of an Optical Parametric Generator 
(OPG) pumped by the third harmonic of a mode locked Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA). The whole 
system was capable of generating pulses of 25 ps (FWHM) at a 10 Hz repetition rate and with an 
energy stability of <30%. 
Because of the instability of the laser source, the experiments were performed employing 
a very small energy window (± 2%) and hundreds of pulses were averaged at each z position. 
The use of these extreme experimental conditions was thought to allow for the observation of the 
small differences in TPA cross-section between the different circular polarization states (TPCD). 
Nevertheless, the RCPL and LCPL TPA spectra of both enantiomers showed no differences 
within the experimental error. Surprisingly, the error of the TPA measurements was greater than 
the selected 2% energy window. (See Figure 1-9 for the TPA spectra of R-BINOL, similar 
results were observed for S-BINOL) 
 
Figure 1-9. Z-scan TPA spectra of R-BINOL in THF, pumping with LPL (black spheres), RCPL 
(green squares) and LCPL (red triangles) plotted at the half the excitation wavelength. 
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In light of this outcome, they proposed the following hypothesis: Common changes 
observed in the beam size and shape, and even modal fluctuations can lead to significant 
changes in the spatial energy distribution that could create changes in irradiance for the 
different z positions, thus increasing the error of the measurement. This artifact can mask the 
TPCD signal.  
In order to prove the proposed hypothesis, Hernandez and co-workers 87 captured the 
beam profile for a series of pulses using a CCD camera. Figure 1-10 shows the snapshots of a 
sequence of eight different pulses that were used in a typical Z-scan. It is evident from the 
pictures that there were significant differences in the spatial profile, energy distribution and size 
of the different pulses. 
 
Figure 1-10. Snapshot of a sequence of eight laser pulses used in a Z-scan. 
 
The approach, that Hernandez and co-workers proposed in order to avoid the artifact 
generated by these fluctuations, consisted in the simultaneous measurement of ( )TPALδ λ  and 
( )TPARδ λ  using a double arm setup at 90°. This variation from a standard Z-scan required the 
sample to be held at a fixed position, in order to be able to scan the focal plane along the z-axis 
of both arms in a simultaneous fashion. Therefore, the scan was performed moving the focuses 
of the two beams by translating the lenses of both arms along the z-axis. For this reason the 
method was named double-L scan. 
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The main principle of the double-L scan approach can be explained using Figure 1-11. 
 
Figure 1-11. Graphical representation of TPA measurements performed using the double-L scan 
technique. Excitation is carried out using pulses with RCPL (green squares) and LCPL (red squres). 
The top drawing displays the Intensity (I) of different laser pulses and the bottom drawing shows the 
normalized transmittance (NT) of the sample for each pulse for both circular polarization states. 
 
Here, a seed beam is used to create two identical or “twin beams” that will induce the 
TPA excitation using different circular polarization states. The two beams pass through virtually 
identical optical elements and travel the same paths, which is a guarantee that any spatial 
fluctuations in the laser pulses will be equally experienced in both arms. This implies that if 
pulse i impinges the sample with an irradiance that is higher than the preselected average value 
(I0), due for instance to a size change on the beam, the signal on both arms will increase in an 
identical fashion. Conversely, if pulse i’ creates an irradiance lower than I0 when it hits the 
sample, the observed signal will decrease equally in both arms. As a result, any difference 
between the two measurements shall always be observed (∆NT ≠ 0) and it will retain its sign. 
Therefore, the value of ∆NT obtained from the averaging of the different pulses is bound to 
exclusively occur due to TPCD. 
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The double-L scan setup is depicted in Figure 1-12. 34 Here, the same EKSPLA system 
used in the Z-scan experiments was used as the excitation source. It is clear from this diagram 
that the two arms of the double-L scan (after BS2 up until D2 and D3) have identical optical 
elements and paths. 
 
 
Figure 1-12. Double L-Scan setup. Mirrors (M1, M2, M3); half wave plate (HWP); quarter wave 
plates (QWP1, QWP2); polarizer (P); beam splitters (BS1, BS2); convergent lenses (L1, L2, L3, L4, 
L5); detectors (D1, D2, D3); neutral density filters (DF1, DF2, DF3); translation stages (TS1, TS2); 
step-motors (SM1, SM2); synchronization box (SB); sample (S), and control box (CB) 
 
With the aim of confirming the effectiveness of the double-L scan setup for the creation 
of “twin beams”, another capture of pulse profiles was performed with a CCD camera. The 
snapshots of the two pulses were taken right before they encounter the sample, by placing the 
CCD camera at 45° angle from both beams. 
Figure 1-13 shows a sequence of twelve snapshots of the pair of pulses. Here it is 
relevant to highlight that the small, difference in size observed within a pair of pulses for all the 
snapshots is due to the positioning of the CCD camera and not to differences arising from the 
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experiment. Apart from this, there are no additional differences observed between pulses in a 
snapshot. Therefore, the double-L scan setup indeed compensates for any temporal or spatial 
fluctuations experienced by the laser source, thus allowing for the detection of the small TPCD 
signal. 
 
Figure 1-13. Snapshot of a sequence of twelve pairs of laser pulses used in a double L-scan. The 
small difference in size within a pair of pulses is due to the angle used to take the snapshots with the 
CCD camera. 
 
A necessary requirement to be able to perform TPCD measurements using the double-L 
scan setup is that the experimental conditions on both arms have to be identical. This creates the 
need for a calibration of the setup prior to the actual polarization dependent measurement. The 
calibration procedure consists in performing the measurement of the TPA of the sample under 
study, using LPL on both arms. Only when the energy in both arms is identical, ∆NT would be 
equal to zero and the double-L scan is considered to be calibrated. Once this condition is 
achieved, the TPCD measurement can be performed by changing the polarization state of the two 
arms to RCPL and LCPL, respectively. This is achieved by a 45° rotation of the extraordinary 
axis of the corresponding quarter waveplate on each arm (QWP1 and QWP2 in Figure 1-13) with 
respect to the plane of polarization of the incident light. 
Then, employing the protocol described above for the double-L scan, a new attempt to 
measure the TPCD spectrum of R- BINOL in THF was carried out. Figure 1-14 shows the 
experimental TPA spectrum of R-BINOL in THF using LPL, RCPL and LCPL, in addition to the 
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OPA spectrum. All the spectra are plotted using the OPA wavelength (half the TPA excitation 
wavelength), in order to facilitate their comparison. Under this experimental conditions, the 
percent error of the TPA measurements was significantly reduced (<1%).  
 
 
Figure 1-14. Double-L scan TPA spectra of R-BINOL in THF, pumping with LPL (black spheres), 
RCPL (green squares) and LCPL (red triangles) plotted at the half the excitation wavelength. The 
normalized OPA spectrum is also shown (solid black line). 
 
The most noticeable feature of Figure 1-14 is the difference in magnitude and shape 
between the TPA spectra measured using LPL and those taken using RCPL and LCPL (also 
observed for the Z-scan casa in Figure 1-9). This is due to a phenomenon called Two-Photon 
Circular Linear Dichroism (TPCLD) 88 that is out of the scope of this dissertation. The second, 
but most relevant observation, are the appreciable differences between ( )TPALδ λ  and ( )TPARδ λ  
across the spectrum. From this data the experimental TPCD spectrum of R-BINOL was obtained 
(See Figure 1-15.a). The spectrum yielded a positive signal for most of the measured spectral 
range, with a negative signal observed only at 216 nm.  The spectrum of S-BINOL was also 
obtained after polarization dependent measurements employing the double-L scan (See Figure 1-
15.a). 35 Remarkably, the TPCD spectrum of both enantiomers are mirror images of each other, 
which is the expected behavior. In addition, the experimental TPCD was also measured for a 
racemic mixture of BINOL (50 % R-BINOL and 50 % S-BINOL). This resulted in a constant 
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value of 0 ± 1 GM for the entire spectrum, thus confirming that the origin of the TPCD signal 
was tied to the pure enantiomers. Next, in order to obtain the theoretical TPCD spectra, the 
structures of both BINOL enantiomers were optimized using Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
48 at the B3LYP 51-53/6-31++G(d,p) 89, 90 level of theory, followed by the time dependent DFT 
(TD-DFT) 48 calculations of the ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  for the first 25 electronic excited states at the 
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ 91  level of theory, considering solvent effects (THF) under the polarizable 
continuum model (PCM). 63 The geometry optimizations were performed in Gaussian 03, 92 
while the TD-DFT calculations were carried out in DALTON 2.0. 93 
 
 
Figure 1-15. (a) Experimental and (b) Theoretical TPCD spectra of R-BINOL and S-BINOL in THF. 
The experimental TPCD for a racemic mixture of BINOL is also shown 
 
The resemblance between theory (See Figure 1-15.b) and experiment was striking, with 
all the major experimental features being reproduced for both enantiomers (See arrows between 
Figures 1-15.a and 1-15.b). The only relevant discrepancy found between theory and experiment 
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was that the experimental intensity of the TPCD was approximately 103 times larger than in the 
theory. This was tentatively attributed to exciton coupling effects and possible excited state 
absorption due to the use of picosecond pulses. 
Overall, the work performed by Hernandez and co-workers on BINOL enantiomers 
proved the feasibility of the double-L scan as an effective, reliable and versatile method for the 
measurement of TPCD spectra of chiral molecules in solution. This seminal study served as a 
foundation for our theoretical–experimental research on TPCD. 
In the next five chapters, we present the novel advances towards the deeper 
understanding of the structure-property relationship of TPCD. This thesis work is the fruit of a 
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CHAPTER 2 : THE EFFECT OF THE Π-ELECTRON 
DELOCALIZATION ON THE TWO-PHOTON CIRCULAR 
DICHROISM OF MOLECULES WITH AXIAL CHIRALITY 
  
Reproduced with permission of the American Chemical Society from: C. Diaz, N. Lin, C. Toro, R. Passier, A. Rizzo, 
F.E. Hernández, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2012, 3, 1808-1813. 
 
 
In this first chapter, we present the theoretical-experimental study of the 
effect of the π-electron delocalization curvature on the TPCD signal of 
molecules with axial chirality. The targeted molecules for this part of our 
investigation were S-BINOL, S-VANOL, and S-VAPOL. Our findings 
revealed that an increase in the TPCD signal, within this series of 
compounds, is strictly related to a greater curvature of the π–electron 
delocalization. The contributions of the different transition moments to the 
two-photon rotatory strength explain the outcomes. Theoretical 
calculations for the studied family of compounds were performed 
considering solvent effects as implemented in the polarizable continuum 
model (PCM) at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-
pVDZ, levels of theory. The theoretical-experimental analysis of the 
TPCD spectra was based on the former approach because it better 
reproduced the spectral features found experimentally. The better 
performance of B3LYP is attributed to a weak intramolecular charge 






The understanding of chiral systems has been the aim of study of many scientists in our 
community during the last two decades. This effort has been mainly motivated by the central role 
this type of molecules play in biological processes, 1 their implications in the drug and food 
industry, 2, 3 their applications in nanotechnology, 4 optics and photonics 5 and in asymmetric 
catalysis. 6  
In particular, asymmetric catalysts have allowed for the synthesis of highly 
enantiomerically pure compounds without the need of complex chiral separations. BINOL 
derivatives are among the asymmetric catalysts with the most applications. These molecules 
exhibit a high degree of chiral selectivity over a broad range of reactions, and are widely used in 
fundamental and applied research, as well as in industry. 6 VANOL and VAPOL are among the 
best known BINOL derivatives. The common feature of these molecules is the chiral axis at the 
center of their binaphtyl core (See Figure 2-1). Their ability to limit racemization resides in the 
selectivity imposed by the C2-symmetry framework that is product of the atropisomerism found 
on these compounds. 
Few years ago, and after developing the double L-scan technique, 7 Hernandez and co-
workers demonstrated experimentally two-photon circular dichroism (TPCD) in S−BINOL and 
R−BINOL. These remarkable results proved the theoretical predictions done first by Tinoco and 
Power in the 1970s, 8, 9 and which were revitalized thirty years later by Rizzo and co-workers. 10 
Although, Hernandez et al. have already revealed the complex contribution of the excited states 
to the overall TPCD rotatory strength, i.e. the parameter that determines the TPCD signal of 
chiral systems, 11 TPCD is still in its infancy. Therefore, there is still a great need of more 
systematic studies to truly understand the structure-property relationship of this phenomenon. 
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In order to expand on this initial investigation, in this chapter, we report on the 
theoretical-experimental study of the TPCD of BINOL, VANOL and VAPOL. Specifically, we 
investigated the effect of the π-electron delocalization curvature on the TPCD.  
 
2.2 Experimental Section 
(S)−3,3’−Diphenyl−[2,2’−binaphthalene]− 1,1’−diol (S−VANOL), (S)−2,2’−Diphenyl− 
[3,3’−biphenanthrene]−4,4’−diol (S−VAPOL) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. The linear absorption spectra of all the 
compounds were measured in 0.2 mM/THF solutions placed in a 1 mm quartz cell, using a single 
beam Agilent 8453 spectrometer (contributions from the solvent and the cell were always 
subtracted). The nonlinear optical characterization of these compounds was performed using the 
double L-scan technique7 in THF solutions at a concentration of 0.1 M. Two-photon excitation 
was induced with an optical parametric generator, pumped by the third harmonic of a mode-
locked Nd:YAG laser, operating at 10 Hz repetition rate and a pulse width of 25 ps (FWHM). 
The covered spectral range was from 440 to 700 nm. The absence of molecular aggregates in 
solution at such a high concentration was corroborated by examining the UV-vis spectra and 
comparing the two-photon absorption cross-sections of two different solutions (0.1 and 0.002 
M). The UV-vis spectra and the cross-sections did not change with the concentration. In 
addition, the visible inspection of the solutions did not reveal the formation of clusters. 
 
2.3 Computational Methods 
The theoretical background involved in this research has been given in detail in 
references 12-1712-17 and is also presented in sections 1.2 and 1.5 of the introduction to this 
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dissertation. Therefore, in this part we only present the computational details relevant to the 
corresponding calculations.  
The optimized gas phase structures of S-VANOL and S-VAPOL were obtained from 
Polavarapu et. al. 18, 19 Both structures were re-optimized, to include solvent effects, using 
Becke’s three-parameter exchange, Lee, Yang, Parr correlation (B3LYP) 20-22 level of theory. 
Basis set 6-31G* 23 was used for all calculations under C2 geometry restrictions, using 
GAUSSIAN 09. 24 The polarizable continuum model (PCM) 25, 26 was employed to simulate the 
effect of CH2Cl2 using: a) universal force field radii with a multiplicative factor of 1.1 and b) a 
non-equilibrium regime for CH2Cl2 with a dielectric constant of 8.930 and an optical dielectric 
constant of 2.028. Note: CH2Cl2 was employed in the calculations and not THF because the 
cavity for the former was one of the few implemented in Dalton for the calculations of TPCD. 
Two-photon absorption (TPA) and two-photon circular dichroism (TPCD) were 
calculated for the first 20 electronic excited states of the B3LYP/6-31G* optimized structures 
using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), 27, 28 specifically, DFT/B3LYP, 20-22 
and DFT/CAM-B3LYP 29, 30 with the 6-31G* basis set (the largest basis set we could afford 
given the size of the molecules and the computational cost of the two-photon calculations) and 
PCM for CH2Cl2 using the same dielectric constant parameters used for the geometry 
optimizations, employing DALTON 2.0. 31 The convolution of the TPA and TPCD spectra were 
obtained employing Equations 1-18 and 1-37 (See dissertation introduction), respectively, using 
a normalized Lorentzian lineshape (See Equation 1-15 in dissertation introduction)  with Γ = 
0.20 eV (FWHM).  The CAM-B3LYP method has proven to give reliable results for this kind of 
compound, mainly for properties involving delocalized, Rydberg or charge-transfer, in general 
diffuse excited states. 32 However, it tends to overestimate excitation energies and yield little if 
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any improvement with respect to its still more popular alternative, B3LYP, in the region of low 
lying, valence excited states. 13, 32  Therefore, the latter was chosen to explain the most intense 
TPA and TPCD response of S-VANOL and S-VAPOL (see bands below 250 nm in Figures 2-2 
and 2-3) with less uncertainty.  
 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
S−BINOL, S-VANOL, and S-VAPOL were chosen for this investigation because of their 
molecular structures (see Figure 2-1) and their great applicability as chiral auxiliaries in 
asymmetric catalysis. 33 In addition, they are all commercially available in high enantiomeric 
excess (enantiomeric ratio R:S ≥ 99:1). 
 
Figure 2-1. Molecular structures of S-BINOL (left), S-VANOL (center) and S-VAPOL (right). The 
arrows inside the molecules display the direction of the π−electron delocalization. The numbering for 
some carbon atoms is shown. 
 
 
The theoretical (DFT/B3LYP) and experimental TPA spectra of S-BINOL, 34 S-VANOL 
and S-VAPOL, using linearly polarized light (LPL) and plotted at half of their excitation 
wavelength, are displayed in Figure 2-2. In order to show a better overlapping between 
experiment and theory, the theoretical spectra were slightly shifted by: +18 nm, -17 nm and -3 
nm for S-BINOL, S-VANOL and S-VAPOL, respectively. Here, we ought to mention that 
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calculations using B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP (data not shown) reproduced quite well the spectral 
position. However, the former method yields a better reproduction of the observed experimental 
spectral features. Therefore, the discussion solely focuses on the results obtained using B3LYP. 
The first observation in Figure 2-2 is the theoretical-experimental spectral matching in all 
the spectra. The matching is excellent in S-BINOL (bands at ca. 230 nm and 275 nm). The 
features get more intricate for S-VANOL and S-VAPOL. For S-VANOL the experiment shows a 
broad band at 270nm, followed by an increase in absorption arising below 240 nm. Our 
calculations yield some intensity above 280 nm, then a couple of states absorbing around 240 nm 
and a strong increase in absorption for our frontier states (the 19th and the 20th). It is likely that 
further TPA strengths might be produced by states beyond the 20th, which would contribute then 
to the sharp increase in the experiment. In the range of wavelengths explored in the experiment, 
the TPA absorption of S-VANOL is therefore reasonably reproduced by theory. For S-VAPOL 
the distribution of two-photon strengths is more complex, with a sequence of two-photon 
absorption strengths of different intensities lying between 330 and 220 nm. The bands seen in the 
experiment at 320 nm and 280 nm and the increase in intensity at the low wavelength end of the 
interval (220 nm) are all in correspondence with electronic states which are particularly active in 
two-photon absorption. 
The second observation is related to the differences in magnitude between the theory and 
the experiment. While in S-BINOL and S-VANOL the two magnitudes differ by approximately 
eight and four folds, respectively, the difference increases for S-VAPOL. The difference in 
magnitude between the theory and experiment was already attributed, in Ref. 11, to exciton 
coupling for dimers undergoing electrically allowed transitions35, 36 and excitation pulse width of 
the excitation source which can lead to excited-state absorption. The contribution of the latter, in 
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measurements of polarization dependent optical properties of organics, was recently reported in 
the literature. 37, 38 
 
Figure 2-2. TPA spectra of S-BINOL (a), S-VANOL (b) and S-VAPOL (c), plotted at half of the 
excitation wavelength. Theoretical electronic transitions with Lorentzian convolution [linewidth 0.20 
eV FWHM] (scattered spheres and dashed lines), and experimental TPA spectra (solid line with filled 
squares). The theoretical spectra are shifted +18 nm, -17 nm and -3 nm for S-BINOL, S-VANOL and 
S-VAPOL, respectively. 
 
The third and perhaps the most relevant observation in Figure 2-2 is the fact that the 
theoretical and experimental TPA cross-sections show the same trend: 
( ) ( ) .TPA TPA TPAS BINOL S VANOL S VAPOL− − −<< ≈δ λ δ λ δ  This tendency suggests the existence of a weaker charge 
transfer in S-BINOL compared to that in the other two compounds due to the position of the 
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external phenyl ring in the naphthalene and phenanthrene systems. This statement is supported 
by the position of the theoretical and experimental maximum of the linear absorption spectra of 
all three compounds (λMax,S-BINOL ≈ 229 nm, λMax,S-VANOL ≈ 248 nm and λMax,S-VAPOL ≈ 266 nm) 18, 
19, 32 which indicates a shorter effective extent of the π−electron delocalization in S-BINOL. 
However, the difference in ( )TPAiδ λ  between the last two is less important. This implies that the 
conjugation through the π−system is not effectively increased going from S-VANOL to S-
VAPOL because of the twist in the π−electron delocalization found in the latter (see Figure 2-1). 
This result is consistent with the extensive theoretical-experimental evidence given in the 
literature sustaining that the dependence of the TPA cross-section of conjugated systems with 
respect to the π-electron delocalization length is more effective in molecules with one 
dimensional (linear) charge transfer. 39 Note: Electron delocalization to the phenyl rings attached 
in positions 3,3’ in S-VANOL and 2,2’in S-VAPOL, is considered negligible because of the 
large dihedral angle (∼ 530) existent between the two systems. 19, 40 
In Figure 2-3 we present the theoretical (DFT/B3LYP) and experimental TPCD spectra 
of S-BINOL,21 S-VANOL and S-VAPOL, plotted at half of their excitation wavelength. In these 
plots the suitable spectral agreement between the theory and the experiment is noticeable (All 
theoretical ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  have the same spectral shift utilized in Figure 2-2). In S-BINOL, 0
TPCD
fR
over the entire spectrum clearly sums-up to reproduce the main spectral features, i.e. overall 
negative signal and a negative band at 225 nm. In S-VANOL, a series of negative transitions 
spanning from 240 nm to 320 nm are in agreement with the sum of negative bands within the 
same region. The experimental positive band centered at 245 nm is not observed in the 
theoretical spectrum. Again, it is likely that further 0
TPCD
fR  might be produced by states beyond 
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the 20th, which would reproduce the mentioned positive band. Although, states 18 and 19 have 
the strongest intensity their net contribution to 0
TPCD
fR cancels almost completely because of their 
spectral proximity as explained in Ref. 11. Experiment and theory display a series of positive and 
negative contributions in S-VAPOL. Positive transitions at 255 nm, 270 nm, 285 nm, 302 nm 
and 328 nm reproduce the positive bands centered at 250 nm, 280 nm and 330 nm. Negative 
transitions at 250 nm, 272 nm, 280 nm, 294 nm, 299 nm, 305 nm, are in agreement with negative 
bands centered at 245 nm, 270 nm and 290 nm. 
The moderate theoretical-experimental agreement in S-VAPOL, could perhaps be 
attributed to the quality of the chosen basis set (6-31G*). Using the aug-cc-pVDZ in this 
molecule represented a very expensive computational challenge for us. Nevertheless, since our 
level of theory has been proven to predict, 32 at least qualitatively, the behaviors and trends in 
systems exhibiting axial chirality, the use of the chosen functional and basis set for S-VAPOL is 
justified. 
Another interesting observation in Figure 2-3 is the resultant trend in the TPCD signal 
magnitude of these three biaryl derivatives, i.e. S BINOL S VANOL S VAPOLTPCD TPCD TPCDδ δ δ− − −∆ < ∆ < ∆ . Although there is a 
difference in magnitude between the theoretical and the experimental values, the observed 
tendency is the same in both cases. Knowing that the TPCD signal directly depends on the 
different contributions from the electric transition quadrupole moment and the magnetic 
transition dipole moment through 0
TPCD
fR (See Equation 0-38), a comparison of the weight of each 





Figure 2-3. TPCD spectra of S-BINOL (a), S-VANOL (b) and S-VAPOL (c), plotted at half of the 
excitation wavelength. Theoretical electronic transitions with Lorentzian convolution [linewidth 0.20 
eV FWHM] (scattered spheres and dashed lines), and experimental TPA spectra (solid line with filled 
squares). The theoretical spectra are shifted +18 nm, -17 nm and -3 nm for S-BINOL, S-VANOL and 
S-VAPOL, respectively. The numbers in the plots refer to some of the most important excited states 
to the TPCD signal. 
 
Figure 2-4 displays the contribution of the electric transition quadrupole moment [B2 
vs.λ] and the magnetic transition dipole moment [(B1+B3) vs. λ ] to 0
TPCD
fR , between 200 nm and 
350 nm. In Figure 2-4.a one can observe an overwhelming influence of the electric transition 
quadrupole moment ( )2 2 2S BINOL S VANOL S VAPOLB B B− − −< <  onto the TPCD on S-VAPOL (mainly within 
the strongest TPA region), followed by that of S-VANOL in the spectral region above 250 nm. 
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The weight of 2B  in S-BINOL is very small. This outcome was anticipated after examining the 
molecular structure of all three molecules and realizing that the position of the external ring in S-
VANOL and S-VAPOL, compared to that in S-BINOL, favors a larger charge transfer away 
from the center of the molecule or vice-versa (in S-BINOL the spherically-symmetrical 
electronic charge distribution is mostly retained). 41 
 
Figure 2-4. Plot of molecular parameter B2 vs. λ (a) and and B1+B3 vs. λ  (b), λ is half of the 







The most remarkable finding, however, is the overpowering contribution of the magnetic 
transition dipole moment to the TPCD signal in S-VAPOL (see Figure 2-4.b). The observed 
trend of this effect turns out to be 1 3 1 3 1 3( ) ( ) ( ) .S BINOL S VANOL S VAPOLB B B B B B− − −+ < + < +  
1 3 1 3( ) ( )S BINOL S VANOLB B B B− −+ < +  is the result of the relative position of the two naphthalene 
moieties with respect to the center of the molecule. While in S-BINOL, the π−electron 
delocalization, considering both moieties, takes place at a normal angle (∼890), in S-VANOL it 
happens at approximately 1250 (see Figure 2-1). Therefore, a stronger contribution of the 
magnetic transition dipole moment to the TPCD signal in S-VANOL, compared to that S-
BINOL, can be expected due to the slight helicity found in the former. In S-VAPOL this effect is 
even stronger. In addition to having the two phenanthrene structures in a similar relative 
orientation as the two naphthalenes in S-VANOL, S-VAPOL has its third and most external 
phenyl ring in the aromatic system in a position that imposes an additional curvature to the 
π−electron delocalization (see Figure 2-1). This twist in the π−electron delocalization induces a 
stronger contribution of the magnetic transition dipole moment to the TPCD signal of this 
molecule compared to the other two. The apparent large contribution of 1 3( )B B+ to the TPCD of 
S-VANOL, at 255 nm, is broadly cancelled by the two, opposite in sign but relatively close in 
amplitude, transitions (states 18 and 19) observed at virtually the same wavelength (Figure 2-
4.b). The effect of cancellation of contributions that affect the shape and amplitude of the TPCD 
spectrum of chiral molecules has already been observed by Rizzo and co-workers in S-BINOL 




In order to corroborate this outcome, a comparison between the summations over the 
absolutes values of both contributions, independently, to the TPCD signal in each molecule was 
performed (See Table 2-1). In this comparison we have also included the absolute values of those 
contributions in S-VANOL (255 nm) that cancelled in the TPCD spectrum to make a fair 
evaluation of the effect. First, values displayed in Table 2-1 show a clear augmentation of both 
contributions the electric transition quadrupole moment and the magnetic transition dipole 
moment, going from S-BINOL to S-VAPOL. The greater increase of the contribution of the 
latter to 0
TPCD
fR is evident. This comparative analysis is in agreement with the explanation given 
above. Therefore, the contribution of the magnetic transition dipole moment to the TPCD signal 
in S-VAPOL is enhanced as a result of the extra twist present in the π−electron delocalization in 
this vaulted structure. Our explanation is supported by previous theoretical works on photo-
induced electric currents in ring-shape molecules, 42 and chiral control of electron transfer in 
helical molecular bridges, both using circularly polarized radiation. 43 While in the former the 
authors demonstrate that ring currents, originated by a second-order nonlinear optical response, 
produces a magnetic dipole moment in aromatic molecules, in the latter Skourtis et al. describe 





Table 2-1. Summation over the absolute values of the theoretical molecular parameters |𝐵𝐵2| and 










S-BINOL 347.80 1,190.04 
S-VANOL 1,402.89 3,654.55 
S-VAPOL 2,770.71 5,421.73 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
In summary, the comparative analysis of the measured and calculated TPA and TPCD 
spectra on a series of compounds with axial chirality led us to a better understanding of the 
molecular structure-property relationships of TPCD. The TPCD signal varied according to
S BINOL S VANOL S VAPOL
TPACD TPACD TPACDδ δ δ− − −∆ < ∆ < ∆ . This trend obeys the contributions of the different transition 
moments to the TPCD signal. On the one hand, we found that the influence of the electric 
transition quadrupole moment to the TPCD becomes more important in molecule in which the 
charge transfer away from the center of the molecule or vice versa, is favored. On the other hand, 
we determined that the effect of the magnetic transition dipole moment to the TPCD rotatory 
strength, thus the TPCD signal, is strongly enhanced by the twist in the π−electron delocalization 
of the chiral molecules. 
An important finding during this part of the thesis work was the increase in 
computational cost with the size of the aryl derivatives. Finding ways to overcome the 
anticipated computational limitations to calculate TPCD spectra of molecules as their size and 
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CHAPTER 3 : OVERCOMING THE EXISTENT COMPUTATIONAL 
CHALLENGES IN THE AB-INITIO CALCULATIONS OF THE TWO-
PHOTON CIRCULAR DICHROISM SPECTRA OF LARGE MOLECULES 
USING A FRAGMENT-RECOMBINATION APPROACH 
 
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier from: C. Diaz, L. Echevarria, F.E. Hernández, Chem. Phys. Lett. 2013, 
568-569, 176-183. 
 
In addition to understanding the effect of the twist in the π−electron 
delocalization of chiral molecules on the TPCD spectra of aryl derivatives, 
in Chapter I we found challenging to perform calculations of TPA and 
TPCD spectra in large molecules.  
In order to surmount the uncovered barrier in the calculation of the 
TPCD spectra of more complex molecules, in this chapter we present an 
innovative method called the fragment-recombination approach (FRA) for 
the calculation of the TPCD spectra of such systems. In order to 
demonstrate the principle of FRA-TPCD we selected two molecular 
systems with increased size and complexity from the same group of chiral 
biaryl derivatives studied before. Although, FRA-TPCD is subject to strict 
fragmentation rules, following the proposed protocol to calculate the 
corresponding TPCD spectra of the different fragments one can 
reconstruct the full TPCD spectrum of the whole molecule at a lower 
computational cost. Additionally, this novel approach allows to identifying 





We have already discuss through this dissertation the unique possibilities TPCD bring to 
the community to perform novel structural and conformational studies of biological and chemical 
chiral systems at shorter wavelengths, i.e. within the near and far UV region. We have also 
highlighted, the experimental and theoretical contributions to the TPCD field accomplished by 
Hernandez and co-workers, mainly in catalysts with axial chirality. 1, 2 However, all their studies 
have been restricted to relatively small molecules due to the computational challenges found in 
the determination of this nonlinear chiroptical property.  
With the aim of uncovering the full potential of TPCD for the determination of the 
structural conformation of large chiral molecules, we have developed a fragment-recombination 
approach (FRA) that allows overcoming the existent computational challenges found throughout 
the calculation of the TPCD spectrum of large molecules. In this chapter we present the 
description of FRA and demonstrate its direct application on two different molecules, one with 
two fragments exhibiting axial chirality, and one with a combination of entities with axial and 
propeller chirality. The comparative theoretical analysis of the TPCD spectra of the 
corresponding fragments with that of the full molecule proves that TPCD is an additive property. 
This characteristic permits, as shown next, to identifying the origin of the different spectral 
features observed in the TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule from those on its segments. This 





3.2 Computational Methods. 
The theoretical background involved in this research has been given in detail in 
references 3-83-8 and is also presented in sections 1.2 and 1.5 of the introduction to this dissertation. 
Therefore, in this part we only present the computational details relevant to the corresponding 
calculations.  
The molecular structure of the two molecules and their corresponding fragments (see Figures 
3-2.a and 3-2.b) were optimized using Density Functional Theory (DFT) 9, 10 − employing the 
Becke’s three-parameter exchange, Lee, Yang and Parr correlation (B3LYP) hybrid functional 11-
13 − in conjunction with the 6-31G* basis set 14 − using Gaussian 09. 15 The TPA and TPCD 
response for the lowest 30 electronic excited states of all optimized structures were computed 
using Time-Dependent DFT (TD-DFT) 9, 10 at the same level of theory as for the geometry 
optimizations using Dalton 2011. 16 All the calculations were carried out in vacuo. The 
convolution of the TPA and TPCD spectra were obtained employing Equations 1-18 and 1-37 
(See dissertation introduction), respectively, using a normalized Lorentzian lineshape (See 
Equation 1-15 in dissertation introduction) with Γ = 0.15 eV (FWHM).   
 
3.2.1 Fragment-recombination approach (FRA) 
The method described next allows overcoming the computational challenges present 
when modeling the TPCD spectrum of large molecules, and opens a new possibility for 
performing the structural analysis of large chiral systems through the calculation of this 





Figure 3-1 displays, in three general steps, the required protocol to apply FRA to large 
chiral systems. In this general example the molecular arrangement consists of four different 
chiral entities (A, B, C and D) bound together through not optically active moieties that avoid π–




Figure 3-1. Schematic of the three main steps in FRA: Initial structure of molecule of interest (I), 
Optimized molecular structure of the entire system (II), “Conditional” fragmentation of the optimized 
molecular structure (III). A, B, C and D represent four unspecific chiral entities. 
 
The general steps to follow when applying FRA are: 1) Build the structure of the 
molecule of interest (I). In this initial step the molecular structure has not yet been optimized, 
therefore, dihedral angles, bond distances and relative group positions are far from their final 
configuration. 2) Optimization of the molecular structure of the whole system (II). In this 
subsequent step the molecular structure is taken to its final lowest energy state, thus it is in its 
finest structural configuration. 3) “Conditional” fragmentation of the optimized molecular 
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structure (III). The application of this final step is restrictive with respect to the following points: 
i) In order to avoid an artificial spectral blue-shift on the TPCD spectrum of the fragments, the 
original π–electron delocalization should not be broken (distorted) in molecules with extended 
electron conjugation. Incurring in this severe artifact would not allow to directly combine the 
various contributions from the TPCD rotatory strength of the different fragments to reconstruct 
that of the complete molecule. ii) The relative position of the moieties, as well as the original 
dihedral angles between fragments should remain intact in each segment after step (2) has been 
completed. Because TPCD is very susceptible to the structural conformation of chiral molecules, 
not fulfilling this condition will lead to the calculation of the TPCD spectrum of misrepresented 
fragments. Therefore, geometry re-optimization of the fragments should be avoided at this stage 
of FRA. iii) The existent overall and partial chirality in the full molecule must continue in the 
corresponding fragments (A, B, C, D). This important restriction guarantees the presence of their 
respective contributions to the TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule. It also allow to accounting 
for multiple chiral moieties in large molecules. iv) On this last stage of the procedure, the 
removed segments should be replaced by functional groups that are passive to the overall 
electronic properties of the residual fragment subject to study. This is common practice in 
computational chemistry when trying to reduce the complexity of a system without modifying its 
equilibrium geometry and electronic properties. 
After completing the systematic fragmentation of the whole molecule using FRA, one 
proceeds to calculate, independently, the TPCD spectra of all the fragments. With the 
corresponding stick-spectra of the segments, a direct addition of all them, respecting the relative 
proportions of the fragments in the full molecule, is performed. This procedure guarantee taking 
into account the contribution of repeated segments, weighted through their corresponding TPCD 
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rotational strength contribution, to the overall TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule. Finally, a 
normalized Lorentzian lineshape function with a linewidth ( Γ ) is applied to all transitions in the 
TPCD spectrum of each segment in order to reproduce the corresponding theoretical TPCD 
spectrum of the original (large) molecule. This generalized approximation could introduce some 
errors in the determination of the TPCD spectrum of the complete molecule since all transitions 
does not necessarily contribute the same way in every single fragment. Nevertheless, this 
approximation does not seem to affect significantly the anticipated performance of FRA on the 
molecules studied so far. Further studies in this direction are in progress.              
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
In order to test FRA, we calculated the TPCD spectra of two relatively large molecules 
M1 and M2, i.e. (S,S)-spiro[8.8]4,5(1,2),13,14(2,3)-tetranaphtalenaheptadecane and (Δ,S)-(1,1′-
binaphthalene-2,2′diolato)(bis(1,2-benzenediolato)sulfate(VI)), respectively. While M1 was 
chosen because of our previous studies on S-BINOL and S-VANOL, 1, 2 M2 was selected 
because of its structural similarity with BINPHAT, a well-studied asymmetric chiral catalyst 









Figures 3-2 and 3-3 display the molecular structures of M1 and M2, respectively, as well 
as those of their corresponding fragments. 
 
 










As one can notice, M1 and M2 were disjointed at the center where the dissociation of the 
whole molecule does not considerably alter their electronic properties. The resultant portions in 
M1 are two different optically active biaryl derivatives with axial chirality, i.e. the (S)-4,5(1,2)-
binaphtalena (M1’) and the (S)-13,14(2,3)-binaphtalena (M1”) fragments. M2 was split around 
the sulfur to generate the (Δ)-bis(1,2-benzenediolato)  (M2’) segment and that with the (S)- 1,1′-
binaphthalene-2,2′diolato (M2”) fragment. In M1’ and M1” the terminal groups were substituted 
by hydrogen and in M2 and M2” the moieties were substituted by hydroxyls groups (−OH). 
Interesting to highlight is the fact that while in M1 the contribution to the overall chirality of the 
large molecule only derives from M1’ and M1”, in M2 the center also contributes to the total 
optical activity of the entire molecule through its propeller chirality. The molecular structure 
optimizations of the entire molecules were performed according to the theoretical and 
computational methods described above. The generation of the fragments was performed 
according to step (3) in FRA. 
In Figure 3-4 we show the stick and convoluted TPCD spectra of M1’ (a), M1” (b), M1 
(d), and the addition of the TPCD spectra of M1’and M1” (c), all calculated independently. First 
thing to notice is the existent differences between the spectra of M1’ and M1” (see Figure 3-4.a 
and II-4.b).  On the one hand, it can be observed that in M1 the most important transitions, 
contributing with negative TPCD rotatory strength, are those to excited states 2 and 6−8, while in 
M1” are those to excited states 2, 7, 9 and 10. On the other hand, it can be noticed that the most 
important contribution of the TPCD rotatory strength, with positive sign, is that to excited state 5 
in M1, and that to excited state 3 in M1”. These differences complement each other on the 
TPCD-FRA spectrum of M1. As shown in Figure 3-4.c, the TPCD rotatory strength of the 
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dominant transitions add up respecting their corresponding signs to reconstructing subsequently 




Figure 3-4. Theoretical TPCD stick and convoluted (lines) spectra of M1’ (a), M1” (b), M1’+M1” 
(c), and M1 (d). The TPCD-FRA spectra shown in (c) was generated by directly adding the TPCD 
stick spectra of M1’ and M1”.  All spectra are plotted with respect to the TPA excitation wavelength. 
 
 
In addition, since the mentioned transitions contribute independently to the spectrum of 
the complete molecule, one can identify the contribution of each fragment to the overall 
nonlinear chiroptical property of M1. The direct comparison between the spectra shown in 
Figure 3-4.c and 3-4.d reveals the correspondence between the preponderant transitions in M1’ 
and M1” and the dominant transitions in M1 (see Table 3-1). It also exhibits a virtually perfect 
match between both spectra. This is the result of the additivity of the TPCD rotatory strength 
generated by the fragments. This valuable piece of information allows to recognizing the origin 
of the specific spectral fingerprints on the TPCD spectrum of M1. The spectral agreement 
corroborates that FRA is indeed a reliable method for studying TPCD in large molecules. In 
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addition, because calculations done on fragments are less demanding in terms of computational 
cost, and because the separation between excited states in those shorter segments is larger, 
applying FRA allows gaining access to TPCD fingerprints at shorter wavelengths, a region that 
is not affordable by the direct calculation on the entire molecule. This statement is supported by 
the additional spectral region 360 nm − 480 nm, highlighted on Figure 3-4.c compared to Figure 
3-4.d, which was obtained employing FRA using 30 excited states (see shadowed area,). The 
features observed in this region are mainly determined by the contributions of higher energy 
excited states in M1’ and M1” (see Table 3-1). Even in the event where calculations were done 
on the maximum number of excited states allowed by our computational resources on M1 (50 
excited states - dotted line) the TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule only covers a region 
between 420 nm to 640 nm. 
 
 
Table 3-1. Assignment of the predominant transitions that define the main positive and negative 
TPCD bands in M1’ and M1”, and with a direct correspondence with those obtained in M1. Values in 
parenthesis at the bottom of the table correspond to transitions present in a spectral region only 





M1 M1’ M1’’ 
614 2 2 - 
589 4 - 2 
567 9, 11 5 3 
560 14 6 - 
510 21-24 7-8 7 
495 28-29 - 9-10 
(446) - 11 14 
(425) - 13, 15, 17 15, 16 





This demonstrates the benefit of using FRA in large systems. Because calculations on the 
two fragments can still afford the inclusion of more than 30 excited states, the computation of the 
TPCD spectrum of M1 using FRA can provide more spectral information farther into the UV 
region. Considering the reduced computational cost afforded by the proposed method, FRA 
opens a path to using larger basis sets and more thorough functionals on molecules (large or 
small) where the computational cost on the entire molecule exceeds the limits of the resources. 
All these advantages combined can help improve the accuracy on the calculation of this 
nonlinear chiroptical property in optically active molecules and macromolecules. 
In order to expand our analysis we extended the study to a molecule with axial and 
propeller chirality (see Figure 3-3). This type of molecules can also present an important charge 
transfer. Figure 3-5 present the stick and convoluted TPCD spectra of M2’ (a), M2” (b), M2 (d), 
and the addition of the TPCD spectra of M2’ and M2” (c), all calculated independently. Again, 
differences between the TPCD spectra of the fragments (M2’ and M2”) are present (see Figure 
3-5.a and 3-5.b). Interesting to highlight in this specific example is the fact that the amplitude of 
the TPCD spectrum of M2’ is approximately 10 fold larger that of M2”. This result suggests, as 
confirmed later, that the expected TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule should be mainly 
determined by the overwhelming contributions of M2’. Nevertheless, one can still review the 
transitions on M2” with negative and positive TPCD rotatory strength (see inset, Figure 3-5.b) in 
parallel with those in M2’. The most important transitions in M2’, contributing with negative 
TPCD rotatory strength, are those to excited states 3-6, while in M2” are 3, 4, 5 and 7. The 
predominant contributions of the TPCD rotatory strength of M2’, with positive sign, are those to 
excited states 1, 9, 10, 11, 15 and 16, and none in M2”. Figure 3-5.c, shows the sum of TPCD 
spectra of M2’ and M2”. As anticipated, the TPCD spectrum of M2 is indeed strongly dominated 
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by the contributions of the TPCD rotatory strength of M2’. This result evidence the independent 
contribution of different moieties and their corresponding chirality to the total TPCD signal, and 




Figure 3-5. Theoretical TPCD stick and convoluted (lines) spectra of M2’ (a), M2” (b), M2’+M2” 
(c), and M2 (d). The TPCD-FRA spectra shown in (c) was generated by directly adding the TPCD 
stick spectra of M1’ and M1”.  All spectra are plotted with respect to the TPA excitation wavelength. 
 
 
In addition, because TPCD is an additive function, one can identify the individual 
contributions from each fragment on the TPCD spectrum of the entire molecule. The direct 
comparison between Figure 3-5.c and 3-5.d reveals an excellent correspondence between 
dominant transitions in M2’ and M2” and those in M2 (see Table 3-2). This correlation results in 
an excellent match between the two spectra. However, a small difference between their 
maximum amplitude and a slight spectral blue shift of 24 nm on M2’ compared to M2 can be 
noticed. This outcome is attributed to apparent differences in intramolecular charge transfer 
(ICT) in the entire molecule compared to that in the fragments. In order to prove our hypothesis, 
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in Figure 3-6, we show the molecular orbitals corresponding to the two main transitions on the 
red side of the spectrum, i.e. those to excited states 1 and 2 in M2’ and, 3 and 4 in M2. It can be 
observed that ICT in M2’ is truncated at the hydroxyl moieties on the clear side of the sulfur 
while in M2 it can be transferred even further into the phenyl rings. In addition, TPCD is a 
property that is very sensitive to the structural conformation of chiral systems. Therefore, the 
absence of the missing fragment in the two independent portions could have an effect on the 
amplitude of the signal due to long range van der Walls interactions (dipole-dipole or 
quadrupole-quadrupole). This effect become more important when the different chiral moieties 
are placed at a close enough distance to feel the field effect of each other, on each other (Further 
studies in this direction are in progress). 
 
Table 3-2. Assignment of the predominant transitions that define the main positive and negative 
TPCD bands in M2’ and M2”, and with a direct correspondence with those obtained in M2. Values in 
parenthesis at the bottom of the table correspond to transitions present in a spectral region only 





M2 M2’ M2’’ 
820 3 1 - 
753 4 2 - 
679 6 3 - 
631 8-10 5-6 3-4 
556 15-16 9-10 - 
502 22-25 15-16 - 
482 29 18-19 5-7 
(437) - 24, 25, 29 13 
 
Finally, in M2 we have reconfirmed the potential of FRA to predicting more spectral 
features in the blue – UV region. Calculations over 30 excited states (see shadowed area, Figure 
3-5.c and 3-5.d) with FRA provide TPCD fingerprints down to 400 nm. Features observed in 
those extra 80 nm are mainly determined by the contributions of excited states 24, 25 and 29 in 
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M2’ and excited states 13 in M2” (see Table 3-2). Of course, FRA allows to going below 400 nm 




Figure 3-6. Molecular orbitals of M2’ (left) and M2 (right). Calculated using Gaussian 0935 at the 
B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory in vacuo. The arrows-numbered balls represent transitions 1 and 2 in 
M2’ and transition 3 and 4 in M2. 
 
 
To finish with this analysis, we would like to present the applicability of FRA to TPA as 
well. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 present the theoretical TPA spectra of M1 and M2, respectively, 
and those of their corresponding fragments. As observed in TPCD, TPA-FRA confirmed the 
additive property of TPA and allows assigning specific transitions to the different segments that 
form the entire molecule. The comparison of the TPA spectra, calculated on the entire molecules 
M1 and M2, with those obtained, in each case, applying FRA help supports this statement. The 
first thing to notice is the similarity between the TPA spectra in both molecules. The fact that the 
spectral match is better in M1 (Figure 3-7) than in M2 (Figure 3-8) is not totally unexpected 
considering the relative weak interaction between the two fragments in M1 compared to M2. 
Nevertheless, TPA-FRA reproduces very well the TPA of M2. The observed minor differences 
in the latter are attributed to the strong intramolecular charge-transfer present in M2 which is not 
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fully considered through the separate analysis of the segments. This effect was also observed in 
the TPCD-FRA of this molecule. 
 
 
Figure 3-7. Theoretical TPA stick and convoluted (lines) spectra of M1’ (a), M1” (b), M1’+M1” (c), 
and M1 (d). The TPA-FRA spectra shown in (c) was generated by directly adding the TPA stick 




Figure 3-8. Theoretical TPA stick and convoluted (lines) spectra of M2’ (a), M2” (b), M2’+M2” (c), 
and M2 (d). The TPA-FRA spectra shown in (c) was generated by directly adding the TPA stick 
spectra of M1’ and M1”. All spectra are plotted with respect to the TPA excitation wavelength. 
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The careful examination of the TPA spectra of M1 shown in Figure 3-7, reveal the 
correspondence between transitions to excited states 2, 9, 10 in M1’ and those to excited states 2, 
25, 26 in M1, and transitions to excited states 7, 9 and 10 in M1” and those to excited states 21, 
28 and 29 in M1. This direct assignment evidence the potential of TPA-FRA to identifying the 
origin and contributions of different transitions of the fragments to the TPA spectrum of the 
entire molecule. Similarly, the cautious inspection of Figure 3-8 shows the connection between 
transitions to excited states 1, 2, 5, 6, 11 and 16 in M2’ and those to excited states 3, 4, 9, 12, 15 
and 22 in M2. Because of its small TPA cross-section, M2” does not strongly contribute to the 
TPA spectrum of M2, at least within the spectral range under study (400 nm – 1000 nm). 
Although, the overall shape of the TPA spectra of M2 obtained using FRA and calculated 
directly on the complete molecule is very similar, the relative intensities of certain transitions in 
M2’, e.g. 1 and 2, and 9 and 12, are inverted in M2, i.e. 3 and 4, and 9 and 12. This behavior, 
which was not observed in TPCD-FRA, is attributed to existent differences in superposition of 
basis set functions in the fragments compared to that in the whole molecule. This result indicates, 
a priori, that TPA-FRA is more susceptible to effects of electron-correlation than TPCD-FRA. 
 
3.4 Conclusions  
We have shown, theoretically, a new powerful and reliable method for determining the 
TPCD spectrum of chiral molecules that allows performing the recognition of specific spectral 
features and the origin of spectral fingerprints on the TPCD spectrum of large optically active 
systems. We verified that this method can also be applied to the calculation and analysis of the 
TPA spectra of extended systems. We have demonstrated that calculations using FRA affords the 
efficient use of computing resources, thus offering the possibility to perform structural analysis 
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of chiral systems over a broader spectral range. We have revealed the capability of FRA to using 
larger basis sets and more thorough functionals on large and small molecules where the 
computational cost exceeds the limits of the resources. However, experimental evidence that 
certifies the application of FRA-TPCD to large, highly conjugated, chiral complex molecules is 
needed before arriving to any further solid conclusions. Proving this last point will open new 
opportunities in the conformational analysis and characterization of biological macromolecules 
such as peptides, polypeptides and proteins in a spectral region that is obscure for standard ECD. 
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Through the development of a novel conditional fragmentation 
recombination approach in Chapter II, we demonstrated the capabilities of 
FRA-TPCD to perform conformational analysis in large, highly 
conjugated, chiral molecules. This approach is anticipated to become a 
complementary methodology for the study of biological macromolcecules 
in a spectral region that is obscure for standard ECD.  However, testing 
experimentally its full potential is crucial before asserting its capacity to 
predict, accurately, the TPCD spectra of complex molecules. 
In order to test the feasibility of this innovative approach, in this 
chapter we present the calculation and analysis of the TPCD spectrum of 
an axially chiral Salen ligand (AXF-155) using FRA. The investigation 
shown in this chapter reveals the capabilities of FRA for the theoretical 





It is know that the spectroscopic application of TPCD yet requires access to the 
theoretical spectrum of the molecular structure of interest. However, the typical computational 
cost in large systems can become prohibited as the molecular structure becomes more complex. 
In order to overcome these barriers we have recently developed a fragment recombination 
approach that allows overcoming the computational limitations found in first principle 
calculations of the TPCD spectra of large optically active molecules 1. We have demonstrated, 
theoretically (Chapter II), that the additive property of TPCD allows to reconstructing the 
spectrum of an entire molecule from those calculated on its corresponding segments, and permits 
performing the recognition of specific spectral features and identify the origin of spectral 
fingerprints on the TPCD spectrum of large chiral molecules.  
With the aim of uncovering the full potential of TPCD and FRA for the determination of 
the structural conformation of large chiral molecules, we became engaged in the nonlinear 
optical study of a recently synthesized, highly conjugated, axially-chiral binaphthyl fluorene 
based Salen ligand in solution, AFX-155 [2,2'-(1E,1'E)-(R)-1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'-diylbis(azan-1-
yl-1-ylidene)bis(methan-1-yl-1-ylidene)bis(4-((7-(diphenylamino)-9,9-dihexyl-9H-fluoren-2-
l)ethynyl)phenol)] 2. The comparative theoretical-experimental analysis of the TPA and TPCD 
spectra of the four primary conformers of AXF-155 and its corresponding halves (AXF-169’) 
shows that the TPA of AXF-155 is mainly determined by AXF-169’, and validates the presence 
of only the Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-
Extra(NHB) conformers in THF solution. AXF-155 is expected to find potential applications in 




4.2 Experimental Section 
AXF-155 was synthesized as previously reported in reference 2. The TPA and TPCD 
measurements were performed in a 7.5 mM solution of AXF-155/THF employing the double-L 
scan technique 3. Two-photon excitation was induced with a computer-controlled femtosecond 
optical parametric amplifier (OPerA Solo) pumped by an amplified laser system from 
COHERENT. The whole systems is capable of generating 90 fs (FWHM) pulses over a 
wavelength range that spans from 240 nm to 2.6 μm, and with pulse energies up to 4 mJ at a 1-
kHz repetition rate. Experiments were performed at a 40 Hz repetition rate to avoid any 
contribution from accumulative effects. The pulse width was determined using a single shot 
autocorrelator from Coherent Inc. and a frequency-resolved optical gaiting (FROG) from Swamp 
Optics LLC. 
 
4.3 Computational Methods 
The theoretical background involved in this research has been given in detail in 
references 4-94-9 and is also presented in sections 1.2 and 1.5 of the introduction to this dissertation. 
Therefore, in this part we only present the computational details relevant to the corresponding 
calculations.  
The molecular structure of AXF-155 (Figure 4-1.c), the main conformers of AXF-169’ [(E)-4-
((7-(diphenylamino)-9,9-dihexyl-9H-fluoren-2-yl)ethynyl)-2-((naphthalen-2-ylimino-1-methyl) 
methyl)phenol] (Figure 4-1.a) and those of the core of AXF-155 (C-AXF-155) [2,2'-(1E,1'E)-
1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'-diylbis(azan-1-yl-1-ylidene)bis(methan-1-yl-1-ylidene)bis(4-
ethynyl)phenol)] (Figure 4-1.b) were optimized using Density Functional Theory (DFT) 10, 11 in 
Gaussian 09 12, employing the Becke’s three-parameter exchange, Lee, Yang and Parr 
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correlation (B3LYP) hybrid functional 13-15, and the 6-31G* basis set 16. The TPA and TPCD 
response for the lowest 50 electronic excited states of all optimized structures were calculated 
with Dalton 2011 17, under Time-Dependent DFT (TD-DFT) 10, 11, at the same level of theory as 
for the geometry optimizations. All the calculations were carried out in vacuo because the 
relatively large size of AXF-155 and AXF-169’ proved to be a challenge to our computational 
resources when including solvent effects through the polarizable continuum model (PCM), 
consequently, the theoretical spectra where slightly red shifted (∼ 0.1-0.2 eV) with respect to the 
experimental. The convolution of the TPA and TPCD spectra were obtained employing 
Equations 1-18 and 1-37 (see dissertation introduction), respectively, using a normalized 




Figure 4-1. I) Molecular structures of AXF-169’ conformers (i) trans_R-Intra(HB), (ii) trans_R-
Intra(NHB), (iii) trans_R-Extra(HB), (iv) trans_R-Extra(NHB) (arrows show the specific features 
corresponding to HB or NHB and intra or extra. II) Molecular Structure of C-AXF-155. III) 
Molecular structure of trans_R-Intra(NHB)//trans_R-Extra(NHB). 
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4.4 Results and discussion 
In order to show the existent complementarity between the linear and the nonlinear 
circular dichroism techniques for the structural analysis of large, highly conjugated chiral 
molecules, we measured the TPA spectra of AXF-155/THF using linearly polarized light (LPL) 
and circularly polarized light of both handedness, assessed its TPCD spectrum, and compared 
them with their corresponding linear counterparts (OPA and ECD spectra) 2. 
In Figure 4-2.a, we show the comparison between the OPA and the TPA spectra 
measured with LPL. 
 
 
Figure 4-2. a) Experimental OPA (black solid line) and TPA spectra using LPL () of AXF-155. b) 
Experimental ECD (black solid line) and TPCD spectra () of AXF-155. All spectra are plotted with 
respect to the OPA (bottom) and TPA (top) excitation wavelength. 
It can be observed that for the most part of the spectral range, the maxima and minima in 
the OPA spectrum do not correspond to those in the TPA spectrum (plotted in the OPA scale). 
This feature was anticipated based on the differences in parity selection rules that govern these 
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two processes 18. However, because this particular molecule is not centrosymmetric, the already 
mentioned selection rules are relaxed, thus leading to a slight spectral overlap between 
approximately 300 nm and 350 nm. One should highlight the fact that TPA measurements were 
only performed between 460 nm to 800 nm, the region for which TPA was large enough to be 
measured and two-photon resonance enhancement effect is absent for the most part of the 
spectrum 19. However, it can be observed, through the large increase in ( )TPAδ λ , that as the TPA 
excitation wavelength gets closer to the tail of the linear absorption spectrum (λTPA  ≤ 500 nm) 
the two-photon resonance enhancement effect becomes very important 19. Figure 4-2.b show the 
ECD and TPCD experimental spectra of AXF-155/THF. It is remarkable that the alternating 
positive and negative bands that define the shape of the TPCD spectrum of AXF-155 in THF 
solution have no substantial correlation with those observed in its ECD spectrum. These results 
evidence the complementarity of the two techniques 20. 
 With the aim of extracting the desired structural information of AXF-155 using multi-
photon absorption, we attempted to calculate the theoretical TPA spectrum of this molecule at 
the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory over the first 50 electronic excited states in gas phase. The 
level of complexity of the molecular structure of AXF-155, along with the requirement of a basis 
set with at least one polarization function (6-31G*) to yield reliable results, proved to be overly-
demanding on our computational resources. In order to overcome this obstacle we took a similar 
approach to that employed by our group during the linear characterization of AXF-155 using 
OPA and ECD 2 but this time we made it systematically using FRA 1. Briefly, FRA consists on 
building the structure of the molecule of interest and optimizing the molecular structure of the 
whole system, then a conditional fragmentation of the optimized molecular structure is 
performed respecting the following four fundamental points 1: i) the original π-electron 
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delocalization should not be broken; ii) the relative position of the moieties, as well as the 
original dihedral angles between fragments should remain intact in each segment after 
fragmentation has been completed (no further re-optimization); iii) the existent overall and 
partial chirality in the full molecule must continue in the corresponding fragments; and iv) the 
removed segments should be replaced by functional groups that are passive to the overall 
electronic properties of the residual fragment subject to study.  
It is important to stress that the application of FRA is only possible in systems with 
moieties which are expected to be relatively weakly interacting. 1 This is indeed the case in 
AXF-155, as shown next. First we proceeded to optimize the different conformers of the 
molecule because they present small but important conformational differences - relative 
orientation, dihedral angles, intramolecular hydrogen bonding and partial chirality - that can 
indeed affect the shape, magnitude and position of their corresponding TPCD spectra. Next, we 
divided the molecule at its very center where the two naphtyl rings are bonded together. Through 
this procedure two equivalent fragments were generated. To keep track of the relative orientation 
of the detached portion we replaced the removed fragment by a methyl group, the resultant 
structure is the so called AXF-169’ (see Figure 4-1.a). Since AXF-169’ does not consider the 
axial chirality coming from the binaphthyl moiety, right at the center of the molecule, we 
chopped apart the core of the molecule from each optimized conformer (C-AXF-155) (see Figure 
4-1.b). The structure optimization and full characterization of AXF-169’ (Figure 4-1.a) has 
already been done in our group and it can be found in reference 2. Despite the initial 16 possible 
different conformations for AXF-169’, in reference 2 it was demonstrated that only four 
conformers were relevant for the molecular structure of AXF-155/THF, i.e. the trans_R-intra 
and trans_R-extra configurations with and without hydrogen bonding, HB and NHB, 
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respectively (see Figure 4-1.a). As a result of those findings, our analysis in this chapter focuses 
only on these main conformers of AXF-155/THF, which through the direct theoretical-
experimental comparison of their TPA and TPCD spectra, allows to identifying the very 
dominant conformers of the entire molecule in solution, as shown next.  
Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the theoretical TPA spectra of the AXF-169’conformers 
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory for the first 50 electronic excited states in gas 
phase, as well as the experimental TPA spectrum of AXF-155, measured with LPL. First thing to 
notice is the relative similarity between all four theoretical TPA spectra and their spectral 
correspondence with the experimental TPA spectrum of AXF-155 (bands centered at ca. 750 nm, 
680 nm, 610 nm and 510 nm).  This result is not surprising considering the fact that the ∼ 900 
dihedral angle between the naphtyl rings at the center of AXF-155, restricts the π-electronic 
delocalization to half of the molecule, and that the small structural changes between all four 
conformers of AXF-169’ (the fragments contributing to the TPA of AXF-155) have a minor 
impact on the charge transfer along the short AXF-169’ structure. However, the observed 
differences between the TPA spectra of all conformers are clearly more related to the formation 
or not of intramolecular hydrogen bond, where the former presents a stronger transition at ∼ 610 
nm (HB: Figures 4-3.a, 4-3.c, 4-4.a and 4-4.d – NHB: Figures 4-3.b, 4-3.d, 4-4.b and 4-4.c). The 
direct comparison of the TPA spectra of AXF-169’ with and without HB seems to indicate that 
the most dominant conformer of AXF-155 should present a combination of HB on one arm and 





Figure 4-3. Theoretical TPA stick (scattered symbols with vertical lines) and convoluted spectra 
(broken lines) for AXF-169’conformers (a) trans_R-Intra(HB) from HB//HB, (b) trans_R-Intra(NHB) 
from NHB//NHB, (c) trans_R-Extra(HB) from HB//HB, (d) trans_R-Extra(NHB) from NHB//NHB. 
Experimental TPA spectrum of AXF-155 (black squares and solid line). Theoretical spectra are 




Figure 4-4. Theoretical TPA stick (scattered symbols with vertical lines) and convoluted spectra 
(broken lines) for AXF-169’conformers (a) trans_R-Intra(HB) from HB//NHB, (b) trans_R-
Intra(NHB) from NHB//HB, (c) trans_R-Extra(NHB) from HB//NHB, (d) trans_R-Extra(NHB) from 
NHB//HB. Experimental TPA spectrum of AXF-155 (black squares and solid line). Theoretical 




Figure 4-5 display the TPA-FRA spectra of all four conformers of AXF-155, obtained by 
adding the corresponding AXF-169’ fragments for each configuration. The theoretical TPA 
cross-section of AXF-169’ is approximately half that of the TPA-FRA of the entire molecule 
which demonstrates that the TPA amplitude of AXF-155 is the result of having two, non-
conjugated, AXF-169’. Comparable results were found throughout the linear optical 
characterization of AXF-155 2. Also, it can be observed that the conformer with HB/HB on both 
sides is the one that resemble the least to the experimental. However, the observed differences in 




Figure 4-5. Theoretical TPA-FRA stick (scattered symbols with vertical lines) and convoluted spectra 
(broken lines) for AXF-169’conformers (a) trans_R-Intra(NHB)//trans_R-Extra(NHB), (b) trans_R-
Intra(HB)//trans_R-Extra(HB), (c) trans_R-Intra(NHB)//trans_R-Extra(HB), (d) trans_R-
Intra(HB)//trans_R-Extra(NHB). Experimental TPA spectrum of AXF-155 (black squares and solid 
line). Theoretical spectra are displayed with a spectral shift of -50 nm. 
 
 
In order to determine the most dominant conformer of AXF-155/THF using our existent 
computational capabilities, we assessed the theoretical TPCD spectrum of the large molecule 
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using FRA. Because AXF-155 meets the necessary structural requirements for TPCD to be 
treated as an additive property,1 and TPCD is very sensitive to conformational changes, the 
establishment of the most dominant conformer of AXF-155/THF was performed by adding the 
TPCD spectra of the two AXF-169’ and that of C-AXF-155 obtained from each possible 
conformer. Figures 4-6 to 4-9 shows the resultant TPCD spectra of AXF-155 on Trans_R-
Intra(HB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB), Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB), Trans_R-
Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB), respectively 
using FRA as well as its experimental TPCD spectrum. One can notice in all these figures that 
each plot has four subtle conformational differences (∆∆, ΛΛ, ∆Λ, Λ∆) corresponding to a 
permanent propeller chirality, apparently present on the diphenylamine moieties at the end of 
each AXF-169’ (∆ or Λ - see Figure 4-10). These features were not specifically considered using 
standard ECD 2 because of the typical fast ∆↔Λ interconversion 21 in similar moieties. However, 
we have found in this work, using TPCD-FRA, that AXF-155 presents a preferential propeller 
arrangement. This interesting point will be expanded more in depth at the end of the discussion. 
 
Figure 4-6. Fragment from AXF-155 exhibiting propeller chirality at the diphenylanmine moiety. ∆ 
(left) and Λ (right) conformers. 
 
The first observation is the large discrepancy between the TPCD-FRA spectra of 
Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB) and the 
experimental TPCD spectrum of AXF-155 (see Figures 4-6 and 4-7). The spectral region where 
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the utmost differences between the theoretical and experimental spectra displayed in Figures 4-6 
and 4-7, are stressed by the use of red crossed-squares (). Perhaps, the most notorious 
distinction is the computed opposite band (positive peak) between 450 nm and 500 nm. This 




Figure 4-7. Theoretical TPCD-FRA spectra (broken lines) for trans_R-Intra(HB)//trans_R-Extra(HB) 
conformers: (a) ∆∆, (b) ΛΛ, (c) ∆Λ, (d) Λ∆. Key theoretical-experimental spectral mismatch are 
highlighted with (). AXF-155 experimental TPCD (black squares and solid line). 
 
 
Next, in Figure 4-8 and 4-9 we present the TPCD-FRA spectra of Trans_R-
Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB), and the 
experimental TPCD spectrum of AXF-155. In the former, one can discard the Λ∆ based on the 
computed opposite band (positive peak) between 450 nm and 500 nm. A close inspection of the 
remaining three plots in Figure 4-8 enables to discard ∆Λ and ΛΛ, based on the lack of specific 
spectral structure in the electromagnetic region corresponding to 550 nm < λ < 750 nm which are 
highlighted with red crossed-squares (). Therefore, the only lasting candidate from the 
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Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) is the ∆∆ which TPCD-FRA spectrum presents the 
most remarkable features observed in the experimental TPCD spectrum, i.e. the four positive 
peaks at approximately 550 nm, 610 nm, 680 nm and one slightly red shifted at 800 nm; and the 
four negative bands at approximately 490 nm, 560 nm, and two slightly red shifted at 640 nm 
and 720 nm (arrows indicate the corresponding spectral match). 
 
Figure 4-8. Theoretical FRA-TPCD spectra (broken lines) for trans_R-Intra(HB)//trans_R-
Extra(NHB) conformers: (a) ∆∆, (b) ΛΛ, (c) ∆Λ, (d) Λ∆. Key spectral theoretical-experimental 
mismatch are highlighted with (). AXF-155 experimental TPCD (black squares and solid line). 
 
Before arriving to any conclusions one needs to examine the four possibilities on the 
Trans_R-Intra (NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB). From Figure 4-9 one can immediately discard the 
Λ∆, ∆Λ and ΛΛ based also on the computed opposite band (positive peak) between 450 nm and 
500 nm and the lack of other specific spectral features in the electromagnetic region highlighted 
with red crossed-squares (). Again, the only lasting candidate from the Trans_R-Intra 
(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB) is the ∆∆ which TPCD-FRA spectrum show the same spectral 
features observed in the experimental spectrum, i.e. the same four positive and negative bands 





Figure 4-9. Theoretical FRA-TPCD spectra (broken lines) for trans_R-Intra(NHB)//trans_R-
Extra(HB) conformers: (a) ∆∆ ( Α spectral shift of -17 nm was applied) - Arrows show main spectral 
theoretical-experimental matching; (b) ΛΛ, (c) ∆Λ, (d) Λ∆. Key theoretical-experimental spectral 
mismatch are highlighted with (). AXF-155 experimental TPCD (black squares and solid line). 
 
 
Figure 4-10. FRA-TPCD spectra (broken lines) for trans_R-Intra(NHB) // trans_R-Extra(NHB) 
conformers of AXF-155. (a) ∆∆ ( Α spectral shift of -20 nm was applied) - Arrows show main 
spectral theoretical-experimental matching;  (b) ΛΛ, (c) ∆Λ, (d) Λ∆. Key spectral theoretical-
experimental mismatch are highlighted with (). AXF-155 experimental TPCD (black squares and 
solid line). 
 
Now that the number of possible conformers has been reduced to only two, one can 
proceed to perform the identification of specific spectral fingerprints and their origin looking at 
the computed TPCD spectra of the fragments.  
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Figure 4-11 and 4-12 display the TPCD spectra of the three fragments in Trans_R-Intra 
(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra (NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB), respectively, and 
the TPCD-FRA for the entire molecules. The direct comparison between the computed TPCD-
FRA spectra of these two conformers, generated on their corresponding AXF-169’ and C-AXF-
155, and the experimental spectrum of AXF-155 allows to allocate contributions from the 
specific fragments in each molecule (Figure 4-11.d and Figure 4-12.d). In Table 4-1 and 4-2 we 
present the assignment of the most important transitions originated in the different fragments 
which contribute to the overall TPCD spectra of the entire molecules. The main difference 
between the TPCD-FRA spectra of Trans_R-Intra (NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-
Intra (NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB) comes from small distortions adopted by the center (C-AXF-
155) which produces a larger positive contribution on the blue side of the spectrum in the latter 
and a negative contribution in the former. These structural variations are mainly produced by the 
presence or absence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding on one or both arms.  In fact, we found 
(data not showed) that the strong positive band observed between 450 nm and 500 nm, in the 
Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) (Figure 4-6) and Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-
Extra(NHB) (Figure 4-7), which certainly allowed us to eliminated those two basic conformers 
from the potential candidates of AXF-155 prevailing in THF solution, were basically shaped by 
the small modification of C-AXF-155 in those conformers after the optimization of the 
corresponding arrangements of AXF-155. Similar type of contribution were responsible for the 
distorted TPCD-FRA spectra in three of the four conformers of Trans_R-Intra(HB)//Trans_R-
Extra(NHB) (Figure 4-9), i.e. those with a positive peak in the blue side of the spectrum (Λ∆, ∆Λ 
and ΛΛ). Beside, one can observe significant differences between the TPCD spectra of the 




Figure 4-11. Theoretical TPCD stick (scattered symbols with vertical lines) and convoluted (broken 
lines) spectra of (a) trans_R-Intra(NHB) - ∆ conformer [RI∆], (b) C-AXF-155 [CENTER], (c) trans_R-
Extra(HB) - ∆ conformer [RE∆]; (d) RI∆ + RE∆ + CENTER. Experimental TPCD spectrum of AXF-155 
(black squares and solid line). The most relevant TPCD transitions from all fragments are specified in 
(d). All theoretical spectra are shifted -17 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4-12. Theoretical TPCD stick (scattered symbols with vertical lines) and convoluted (broken 
lines) spectra of (a) trans_R-Intra(NHB) - ∆ conformer [RI∆], (b) C-AXF-155 [CENTER], (c) trans_R-
Extra(NHB) - ∆ conformer [RE∆], (d) RI∆ + RE∆ + CENTER. Experimental TPCD spectrum of AXF-
155 (black squares and solid line). The most relevant TPCD transitions from all fragments are specified 
in (d). All theoretical spectra are shifted -20 nm. 
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Something that needs special attention is the fact that the two remaining conformers, 
Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB), 
present NHB on the Trans_R-Intra side while on the other side both options, HB and NHB, are 
likely. In an effort to discern between the four possible structures of Trans_R-Intra//Trans_R-
Extra (NHB/NHB, NHB/HB, HB/NHB, HB/HB), during the linear characterization of this 
molecule using ECD (see reference 2), we calculated the energies and entropies of these four 
structures. While the energy of the structure with HB only on the Trans_R-Intra was slightly 
lower, the entropy of that with NHB on the same side overwhelmed the previous, and that with 
NHB/NHB presented the largest entropy value. The preferential formation of these two species 
was supported by the examination of solvation effects throughout the two-step mechanism of 
reaction proposed. Of course, with ECD we were not able to totally discard the other two 
conformers as we have been able to do using TPCD. At this point, one can be certain of the 
exclusive presence of AXF-155 in its Trans_R-Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(HB) and Trans_R-
Intra(NHB)//Trans_R-Extra(NHB) in THF solution. 
 
 
Table 4-1. Assignment of the predominant transitions that define the main positive and negative 
TPCD bands in the two AXF-169’ fragments and C-AXF-155, with a direct correspondence with 
















550 14 17 - 
600 8,9,10,11 - - 
680 5 6 5,6,7 




480 25,33 33,31 - 
560 12 13 - 
640 6,7 7 - 




TPCD-FRA results undeniably reduced the number of possible conformers of AXF-155, 
thought to be present in THF solution after the linear characterization of this molecule using 
ECD 2. However, there is again an open question: why are the conformers with the preferred ∆∆ 
propeller chirality motif on both diphenylamine moieties, at the end of each AXF-169’, the 
apparently only species of AXF-155 present in THF solution and not just a mixture of all 
different possibilities on both sides? In order to attempt to answer this question one needs to 
remember first the proposed mechanisms for interconversion in the source moiety 
(triphenylamine like molecule). According to theoretical-experimental studies done by Reva and 
co-workers, 21 on the conformational flexibility of triphenylamine monomer scanning the 
potential energy hypersurface of the system and performing FTIR spectroscopy analysis, the 
favored minimal energy pathway between the left-hand rotating and right-hand rotating 
symmetry is that through a route that conserves a C2 symmetry axis (energy barrier is ∼20 kJ 
mol-1) rather than the concerted twist of all the phenyl rings route in the same direction with 
conservation of a C3 symmetry axis (energy barrier of ∼54 kJ mol-1). The preferential 
interconversion in this type of molecule, through the least energetic route (C2 symmetry axis 
conserved), requires the synchronized rotation, in the same direction, of two phenyl rings around 
the N−C bond while the third one rotates in the opposite direction. Since in AXF-155 one of the 
phenyl rings is replaced by a fluorenyl moiety (see Figure 4-10) bound to a very long chain, one 
can foresee how much more difficult, in terms of the energy barrier, will be for this molecule to 
interconvert ones it is in a specific configuration. This explanation is reasonable, but it does not 
answer why should it stay with a ∆∆ motif? On this point we can only speculate that because 
throughout the synthesis of AXF-155 we used an asymmetric catalyst ((R)-(+)-2,2'-diamino-1,1'-
binapthalene) 2 to produce the chiral Salen ligand, the presence of this reagent in solution induces 
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the preferential ∆ propeller chirality motif on both diphenylamine moieties, at the end of each 
AXF-169’. This hypothesis is reinforced by the experimental results obtained during the 
characterization of the synthesized AXF-169 (half AXF-155) which was prepared in the absence 
of an asymmetric catalyst. AXF-169 did not present any optical activity and ECD 2, suggesting 
this outcome the presence of a racemic mixture, thus no preferential propeller chirality is present 
on the diphenylamine moieties. In addition, computed ECD spectra of AXF-155, considering 
different Λ-∆ configurations, did not lead to different results from what was reported in reference 
2. 
Table 4-2. Assignment of the predominant transitions that define the main positive and negative TPCD bands in the 
two AXF-169’ fragments and C-AXF-155, with a direct correspondence with those obtained for the ∆∆ conformer 

















550 14 15 24,25 
600 8,11 7,11 12 
680 5 4 - 




480 30,31,33 29,30,31 36 
560 12 12 - 
640 6,7 5,6 9 
720 4 - - 
 
4.5 Conclusions  
TPCD is a powerful nonlinear optical technique for the structural identification of large 
and conjugated optically active molecules. The obtained theoretical-experimental matching of 
TPCD spectra led to the identification of only two dominant conformer of AXF-155 in THF 
solution, the Trans_R-intra(NHB)//Trans_R-extra(HB) and Trans_R-intra(NHB)//Trans_R-
extra(NHB). The sensitivity to structural and conformational changes of this nonlinear approach 
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helped refine the identification of the preferred ∆∆ propeller chirality motif on the AXF-169’ 
fragments. TPCD and ECD are indeed complementary spectroscopic techniques for the structural 
analysis of chiral molecules and structures. The validation of the use of FRA for the theoretical 
determination of TPCD spectrum of large, highly conjugated, chiral molecules can find potential 
applications in the conformational study and characterization of large biological molecules such 
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CHAPTER 5 : TWO-PHOTON CIRCULAR DICHROISM OF AN 
AXIALLY DISSYMETRIC DIPHOSPHINE LIGAND WITH STRONG 
INTRAMOLECULAR CHARGE TRANSFER  
 
Reproduced with permission of the American Chemical Society from: C. Díaz, L. Echevarria, A. 
Rizzo, F.E. Hernández, J. Phys. Chem. A 2014, 118,  940-946. 
 
 
So far we have: i) studied the effect of the relative positioning of the biaryl 
moieties in axially chiral BINOL derivatives on the magnitude of the 
TPCD signal of biaryl derivatives, ii) developed a Fragment 
Recombination Approach (FRA) for the calculation of the TPCD spectra 
of large molecules, and iii) demonstrated the full capability of FRA-TPCD 
on a large, highly conjugated, axially chiral Salen ligand (AXF-155). 
However, we have not addressed yet the important effect of intramolecular 
charge transfer (ICT) onto the TPCD signal of conjugated molecules.  
In this chapter we present the study of ICT in S-BINAP, a well-known 
axially chiral dissymmetric phosphine that exhibits strong intramolecular 
charge transfer due to the donating nature of the phosphine substituents 
attached to the biaryl core. The theoretical analysis of the TPCD spectrum 
of this molecule was performed using time-dependent density functional 
theory (TD-DFT) calculations at two different levels of theory: B3LYP/6-
31G* and CAM–B3LYP/6-31G*. Through the comparative examination 
of these two exchange correlation functionals we demonstrate the higher 
reliability of CAM–B3LYP for the accurate reproduction of the 
experimental TPCD spectrum of S-BINAP. Additionally, we prove 
necessary to extend the TPCD calculations to the maximum number of 
electronic excited states possible for the correct assignment of the 




Despite all the recent advancement in TPCD, more needs to be investigated on the 
selection criteria of the most appropriate exchange-correlation functional (XCF) that would 
produce the best theoretical-experimental match, mainly in chiral molecules with a strong 
intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT). During the last two decades, the most popular XCF for the 
calculation of the nonlinear optical properties of organic molecules has been the Becke’s three-
parameter exchange and the Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP), 1-3 mainly because of its success in a 
wide range of applications.4 However, more recently its Coulomb attenuated method variant 
(CAM-B3LYP) has gained some popularity because it accounts for long-range corrections. 5 For 
instance, while the latter seemed to yield better TPCD results for R-(+)-3-methylcyclopentanone 
6 the former performed better for R-(+)-1,1’-bis(2-naphthol) (R-BINOL). 7 Although, it is well 
known that common XCF are unable of providing accurate excitation energies for charge-
transfer (CT) states and excitations into Rydberg states, CAM-B3LYP appears to better account 
for the non-local nature of CT states and correct for the asymptotic limit of many XCF in 
Rydberg states. However, because of the modest TPA cross-section of R-(+)-3-
methylcyclopentanone 6, proving this point experimentally was impossible on this molecule. 
In order to expand knowledge on this subject, in this chapter we present the theoretical-
experimental study of the polarization dependent TPA of (S)-(+)-(1,1′-Binaphthalene-2,2′-
diyl)bis(diphenylphosphine) (S-BINAP) in solution, a well-known axially dissymmetric 
diphosphine ligand extensively used as an asymmetric chiral catalyst in industry, see Figure 5-1. 
8, 9 The theoretical-experimental analysis of its TPCD spectrum and the comparative examination 
of B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP, using the 6-31G* basis set, shows that the latter is more reliable 
than the former in molecules such as S-BINAP, i.e. a heteroaromatic diphosphine chiral ligand 
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with strong ICT. We performed extended calculations over more electronic excited states in 
vacuo for the verification of the correct assignment of the experimental bands in relatively large 
molecules. 
 
Figure 5-1. Molecular structure of S-BINAP 
 
5.2 Experimental Section 
S-BINAP (97%) in high enantiomeric excess (enantiomeric ratio S:R ≥ 99:1) was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. and used as received. The TPA and TPCD measurements 
were performed in a 66 mM solution of S-BINAP/THF in a 1 mm thick quartz cuvette, 
employing the double-L scan technique. 10 Two-photon excitation was induced with a computer-
controlled femtosecond optical parametric amplifier (OPerA Solo) pumped by an amplified laser 
system from COHERENT. The whole systems is capable of generating 90 fs (FWHM) pulses 
over a wavelength range that spans from 240 nm to 2.6 μm, and with pulse energies up to 3 mJ at 
a 1-kHz repetition rate. Experiments were performed between 410 nm to 600 nm, using pulse 
energies ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 µJ, and at 50Hz repetition rate to prevent accumulative effects. 
The pulse width was determined using a single shot autocorrelator from Coherent Inc. and a 
frequency-resolved optical gaiting (FROG) from Swamp Optics LLC. 
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5.3 Computational Methods 
The theoretical background involved in this research has been given in detail in 
references 6, 11-156, 11-1 5 and is also presented in sections 1.2 and 1.5 of the introduction to this 
dissertation. Therefore, in this part we only present the computational details relevant to the 
corresponding calculations.   
The molecular structure of S-BINAP was optimized using Density Functional Theory (DFT) 16, 
17, employing B3LYP hybrid functional 1-3, and the 6-31G* basis set 18 under C2 geometry 
restrictions. The OPA spectrum was calculated using the optimized molecular structure 
employing time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT). 16, 17 Two different XCF were used, B3LYP and 
CAM-B3LYP, 5 with the 6-31G* basis set. The first 180 electronic excited states were calculated 
with the former XCF, while 80 were computed with the later. Solvent effects for THF were 
considered under the polarizable continuum model (PCM). 19, 20 The TPA and TPCD spectra 
were calculated for the first 40 electronic excited states at the B3LYP/6-31G*/THF and CAM-
B3LYP/6-31G*/THF levels of theory. The convolution of the OPA, TPA and TPCD spectra 
were obtained employing Equations 1-13, 1-18 and 1-37 (see dissertation introduction), 
respectively, using a normalized Lorentzian lineshape (See Equation 1-15 in dissertation 
introduction) with a linewidth ( )Γ of 0.38 eV (FWHM) for the linear spectra and 0.25 eV 
(FWHM) for the nonlinear spectra. In addition, the TPA and TPCD spectra of S-BINAP were 
obtained for the first 80 electronic excited states using the same combination of XCF and basis 
set but in vacuo. The use of PCM for these last set of calculations proved to be a challenge to our 
computational resources. The geometry optimization and OPA calculation were carried out in 




5.4 Results and discussion 
The experimental and the theoretical absorption spectra of S-BINAP are shown in Figure 
5-2. One can notice a very good agreement between the experimental spectrum and the 
theoretical using both methods. On the one hand, the strong band centered at ∼220 nm is clearly 
reproduced by both methods with only small variations in the overall band shape. On the other 
hand, the broader band at ∼285 nm is better reproduced by B3LYP than CAM-B3LYP. 
Nevertheless, transition 2 in CAM-B3LYP would better account for this band by adjusting the 
linewidth. Finally, it should be emphasized that B3LYP required twice as many excited states 
than CAM-B3LYP to fully reproduce the experimental UV-vis spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 5-2. Experimental (solid black line) and theoretical (colored dotted lines) UV-vis spectra. 
Colored spheres display the oscillator strengths. B3LYP (left) and CAM-B3LYP (right). 
 
Next, in Figure 5-3, we show the experimental TPA and TPCD spectra of S-BINAP 
measured between 410 nm to 600 nm. Measurements at shorter or longer wavelengths were not 
possible due to experimental limitations. Because S-BINAP/THF does not present OPA above 
































would like to comment on the approximately 20 fold decrease in the measured TPA cross-
sections obtained in S-BINAP compared to previously reported values in similar molecules 
(BINOL, VANOL, VAPOL) 24, 25 using picosecond pulses. This apparent but not unpredictable 
discrepancy is mainly attributed to the pulse duration of the excitation source employed in each 
case − it is known that in the picosecond regime TPA cross-sections can be enhanced by the 
contribution of excited-state absorption (ESA) 26. The first observation in Figure 5-3 is the 
presence of four intense TPA bands centered at approximately 420, 470, 540 and 580 nm, and 
with larger TPA cross-section on the shorter excitation wavelength region. 
 
 
Figure 5-3. Experimental TPA (a) and TPCD (b) spectra of S-BINAP in THF. Solid black lines 
connecting the TPA and TPCD scattered squares are shown as a guidance only. 
 
Because no study has specifically addressed the nature of S-BINAP electronic transitions 
− to the best of our knowledge − the assignment of the bands was made based on spectroscopic 
data available for β-naphtyldiphenylphosphine (hereafter h-BINAP) 27, a molecule that 
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corresponds to half of S-BINAP. This approach is justified considering the nearly perpendicular 
(86.9o) dihedral angle between the two h-BINAP in S-BINAP which breaks the electronic 
conjugation at the center of the molecule. 28, 29 According to Schindlbauer et. al. 27, there are 
three main bands in the UV-vis spectrum of h-BINAP (228 nm, 262 nm and 326 nm) which 
correspond to π-π* transitions and a small shoulder at around 295 nm whose nature is not 
disclosed. While the two higher energy bands can be associated to those observed in the TPA 
spectrum at 470 nm and 540 nm, respectively, the longer wavelength TPA band seems to match 
with that at around 295 nm. The slight spectral shift noticed between the position of the 
corresponding bands in the linear and the nonlinear spectra (plotted at half of the excitation 
wavelength) is primarily attributed to solvent effects (ethanol vs. THF). Next, the additional band 
observed on the blue side of the spectrum (420 nm) is known to correspond to contributions 
coming from the tails of two adjacent bands, i.e. that of the π-π* transitions of the C=C centered 
at about 180 nm (360 nm in the TPA scale) and that of ring resonance of benzene located at 
approximately 230 nm (460 nm in the TPA scale) 24. Next, it can be noticed that the TPCD 
spectrum is positive throughout the measured region and exhibits a splitted band with two peaks 
centered at ca. 430 and 470 nm, and a well-defined band at approximately 540 nm.  
In order to perform the comparative examination of XCF, we first computed the 
theoretical TPA and TPCD spectra of S-BINAP in THF solution over the first 40 electronic 
excited states, at B3LYP/6-31G* and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* levels of theory including solvent 
effects using PCM. Figure 5-4.a and 5-4.b display the theoretical and experimental TPA spectra 
of S-BINAP/THF. First, both XCF yield four different clusters of transitions (see colored half-
filled circles) corresponding to each experimental band – the colored arrows placed on the top of 
the each band indicate the bundle of transitions contributing to it. Second, there is a notable 
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spectral red-shift of ca. 100 nm in B3LYP (Figure 5-4.a) and a small blue-shift of less than 10 
nm in CAM-B3LYP (Figure 5-4.b). In addition, when comparing the theoretical Lorentzian 
convolutions with the experimental spectrum (Figures 5-4.a and 5-4.b) one can notice a 
difference in magnitude on the TPA cross-sections for both XCF and the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 5-4. Experimental TPA (left) and TPCD (right) spectra (black scattered squares) of S-BINAP 
and its theoretical TPA (a, b) and TPCD (c, d) spectra (colored dotted lines) calculated with 
B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM (top) and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM (bottom), over the first 40 electronic 
excited states (scattered colored half-filled circles). The convoluted spectra were obtained using 
normalized Lorentzian lineshape functions with a linewidth ( Γ ) of 0.2 eV (FWHM). Arrows flagging 
the experimental TPA bands indicate the color of the bundle of electronic transitions associated to 
those bands. 
 
The spectral shift is ascribed to limitations of the methods and the fact that PCM does not 
consider specific solute−solvent interactions (See Section 2.3.1 in the introduction of this 
dissertation). The difference in the TPA cross-sections can be partially attributed to the linewidth 
employed for the Lorentzian lineshape function. Γ = 0.25 eV (FWHM) was intentionally chosen 
to compute the best TPCD spectrum of S-BINAP/THF. However, a better theoretical–
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experimental match in TPA cross-sections could be achieved employing an unusually large 
linewidth Γ = 2.5 eV. Therefore, the observed difference in magnitude should be regarded as a 
partial theoretical-experimental divergence whose origin still remains unclear to us. In brief, the 
better agreement obtained for CAM-B3LYP was not totally unexpected since it has been shown 
that it accounts for long-range corrections in molecules with strong ICT 5, 7, 14, 30. Therefore, this 
XCF was predicted to be more reliable for calculating the TPA spectrum of S-BINAP. Finally, 
besides the remarkable difference in spectral shift between the two XCF, there is also a 
difference in relative contribution of excited state 5 (∼630 nm), being significantly larger for 
B3LYP than in CAM-B3LYP.  
In order to elucidate the origin of these differences we performed a thorough molecular 
orbitals (MOs) analysis of the electronic excited states. MOs were calculated using TD-DFT at 
the B3LYP/6-31G* and CAM- B3LYP/6-31G* levels of theory in THF using PCM. All 
calculations were performed in Gaussian 09. The direct comparison between the MOs computed 
with both XCF reveal remarkable similarities for most them. Nevertheless, the following 
important differences are noticed (See Figure 5-5): 
 
a) LUMO+6 in B3LYP correspond to LUMO+7 in CAM-B3LYP and vice-versa. 
b) HOMO-7 in B3LYP corresponds to HOMO-8 in CAM-B3LYP and vice-versa.  
 
This observation is supported by a similar cross-correspondence in symmetry and 
closeness in MO energy in both cases (See Table 5-1). Another remarkable difference that can be 
observed in Figure 5-5 is the complete inversion in LUMO and LUMO+8 and the significant 
changes in electronic density seen in HOMO-1, HOMO-2, and HOMO-10. In order to assess the 
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influence of these variations onto the calculated electronic transitions, an analysis of their 












← LUMO + 7 → 
(Corresponds to 
LUMO + 6) 
 
 
← LUMO + 6 → 
(Corresponds to 
LUMO + 7) 
 
 
Figure 5-5. Molecular orbitals calculated using TD-DFT at the B3LYP/6-31G* and CAM- B3LYP/6-
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Table 5-1. B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP energies and symmetries of HOMO and LUMO and the MOs 
presenting differences in symmetry between methods. Calculations were performed using TD-DFT at 
the B3LYP/6-31G* and CAM- B3LYP/6-31G* levels of theory in THF using PCM. 
 
 B3LYP CAM-B3LYP 
MO E (eV) Symm. E (eV) Symm. 
LUMO+7 -0.18 B 1.12 A 
LUMO+6 -0.19 A 1.11 B 
LUMO -1.34 A -0.17 A 
HOMO -5.60 A -6.91 A 
HOMO-7 -6.89 B -8.34 A 
HOMO-8 -6.89 A -8.34 B 
 
The excitations contributing to the first 40 electronic excited states of S-BINAP/THF 
were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* levels of theory using PCM 
(See Appendix E). The analysis of this data revealed that the first three electronic transitions 
yield very similar results with both XCF. Then, in transition four, one can observe some 
differences in contribution from excitations between different MOs. However, it is not until 
transition five that truly remarkable differences in excitations for the different XCF become 
obvious. In addition, above this excited state the vast majority of the electronic transitions exhibit 
differences in symmetry. 
Interesting to remark is the fact that in most transitions (3-25) HOMO-2 has a strong 
contribution in at least in one of the XCF. This result proves that changes in electronic density on 





The energy data presented in Table 5-1 helps to identify the origin of the observed 
differences in spectral position for the electronic transitions calculated using both XCF. The 
HOMO-LUMO band gap is 4.26 eV and 6.74 eV for B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP, respectively. 
The larger energy difference for the latter explains why CAM-B3LYP spectra are consistently 
blue shifted with respect to those calculated using the former. 
Next, in Figure 5-4.c and 5-4.d we show the comparative plots of the experimental TPCD 
spectrum of S-BINAP and, the corresponding theoretical spectra computed with the two XCF 
under study. In Figure 5-4.c (B3LYP), it seems that the two main positive bands observed in the 
theoretical TPCD spectrum, the one centered at 550 nm and that at 690 nm ought to correspond 
to the experimental splitted band observed at around 450 nm (with two peaks at 430 and 470 nm) 
and that at approximately 540 nm, respectively. Respecting this spectral assignment, the negative 
feature at 620 nm should correlate to the experimental minimum at 510 nm while the small 
negative band at 480 nm could be related to the experimental decreasing tendency observed on 
the spectrum below 420 nm. In Figure 5-4.d (CAM-B3LYP), the theoretical-experimental 
correspondence between all the positive bands lead to the following tentative assignment: the 
two peaks at approximately 410 and 490 nm should correspond to the splitted band with maxima 
at 430 and 470 nm, and that at 580 nm should correspond to the less intense band at around 540 
nm. From the two negative bands, observed at approximately 450 nm and 390 nm, the latter 
seems to follow the experimental decreasing tendency observed below 420 nm while the former 
is tentatively assigned to the positive minimum centered at approximately the same wavelength. 
The experimental minimum seen at ca. 510 nm is assigned to the theoretical minimum observed 
at 550 nm. Yet the agreement between all the spectral features observed in Figure 5-4.d is 
reasonably good, the relative position of the bands is not perfectly reproduced. Therefore, before 
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drawing any definite conclusions, it is important to recall the theoretical-experimental study of 
TPCD on R-BINOL 7 where Hernandez and co-workers demonstrated the importance of 
carefully checking that the necessary number of excited states needed to fully reproduce the 
experimental spectrum has been achieved.  
  In S-BINAP, it seems that a full reproduction of the measured spectral region is attained 
with both XCF, with only 40 electronic excited states. However, since TPCD is the result of a 
series of complex positive and negative ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  contributions, 31 the addition of more 
excited states can significantly change the overall shape of the envelop, mainly on the blue end 
of the TPCD spectra. Unfortunately, performing similar type of calculations (B3LYP/6-
31G*/PCM and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM) over a larger number of excited states and 
including solvent effects proved to be overdemanding to our computational resources. In an 
effort to assess whether or not 40 electronic excited states was indeed enough to fully reproduce 
the experimental spectrum, we extended our analysis to the first 80 electronic excited states 
removing the inclusion of solvent effects via PCM. Although, this approach has been proven to 
substantially reduce the complexity of the task, 7 it could in principle also significantly affect the 
outcome. 
In Figure 5-6 we show the theoretical TPA and TPCD spectra of S-BINAP in vacuo, 
calculated over the first 80 electronic excited states with B3LYP (top) and CAM-B3LYP 
(bottom). It can be noticed that the position and intensities of most of the transitions shown in the 
previous TPA spectra (Figure 5-4.a and 5-4.b) are virtually unchanged when going from 40 to 80 
electronic excited states. The main difference is the number of additional electronic transitions at 
shorter wavelengths which enhances the overall intensity of the strongest TPA band on the blue 
(see Figure 5-6.a and 5-6.b). These results indicate that not including PCM in S-BINAP 
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calculations should not significantly affect the accuracy on the computed TPA and TPCD 
spectra. Therefore, one can view these calculations as a valid extension of those including 




Figure 5-6. Experimental TPA (left) and TPCD (right) spectra (black scattered squares) of S-BINAP 
and its theoretical TPA (a, b) and TPCD (c, d) spectra (colored dotted lines) calculated with 
B3LYP/6-31G*/vacuo (top) and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G*/vacuo (bottom), over the first 80 electronic 
excited states (scattered colored half-filled circles). The convoluted spectra were obtained using 
normalized Lorentzian lineshape functions with a linewidth (Γ) of 0.2 eV (FWHM). Arrows flagging 
the experimental TPA bands indicate the color of the bundle of electronic transitions associated to 
those bands. 
 
In Figure 5-6.c and 5-6.d we present the experimental TPCD spectrum of S-BINAP and 
the corresponding theoretical TPCD spectra computed using the same XCF in vacuo. On the one 
hand, one can notice that the calculations using the B3LYP functional now yield a well-defined 
negative band centered at approximately 450 nm which is mostly caused by the sum of 
contributions originated from the additional higher energy transitions. Additionally, the relatively 
small change in the spectral shape is attributed to the spectral shift of certain transitions and their 
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corresponding contribution to ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω . This effect is primarily produced by the removal of 
PCM from the calculation. Nevertheless, the two positive bands can still be associated with those 
on the experimental TPCD spectrum but with a rather large spectral red-shift of ∼120 nm 
(virtually the same spectral shift obtained using PCM). On the other hand, the TPCD spectrum 
obtained with CAM-B3LYP is greatly affected by the additional 40 electronic excited states. The 
cluster of negative transitions at around 385 nm has a significant effect on decreasing, by more 
than two folds, the intensity of the positive band that used to be located at 410 nm on the PCM 
calculation. The summation over all ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  makes of the negative band at approximately 
450 nm a more prominent spectral feature. These obvious spectral changes indicate that the PCM 
calculation over only the first 40 electronic excited states did not include the necessary number 
of excited states needed to fully reproduce the experimental spectrum. To confirm this statement, 
in Figure 5-7 we present the experimental and same theoretical TPCD spectrum (CAM-
B3LYP/6-31G*, in vacuo and over the first 80 electronic excited states) shifted by 40 nm to the 
blue. Now, the outstanding theoretical-experimental spectral match permits to perform a one-to-
one assignment of the electronic transition contributing to the different bands: transition 1, 3 and 
4 reproduce the positive band centered at 540 nm with a weaker relative intensity due to the 
negative contribution from transition 4 and the minimum at 510 nm; the two overlying bands 
with peaks at 430 and 470 nm are primary determined by the presence of transitions 11 and 7, 






Figure 5-7. Experimental TPCD spectrum of S-BINAP (scattered squares) and the theoretical TPCD 
spectrum calculated in vacuo over the first 80 electronic excited states (scattered spheres) at the 
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory (Theoretical spectrum is blue shifted 40nm). The convoluted 




In an effort to enlighten the better performance of CAM-B3LYP in predicting the TPCD 
spectrum of S-BINAP we completed a molecular orbital (MOs) analysis on the states involved in 
the most important transitions defining the TPCD spectrum of this molecule. The calculation of 
the molecular orbitals were carried out in Gaussian 09 21 using TD-DFT at the CAM-B3LYP/6-
31G* level of theory in vacuo for the first 80 excited states. Figure 5-8 display the molecular 





Figure 5-8. Molecular orbitals of S-BINAP (HOMO – 4 to LUMO +4) calculated with CAM-
B3LYP/6-31G* TD-DFT calculation in vacuo. Different types of lines (see legend) indicate [HOMO 
– x] → [LUMO + y] excitations that belong to a specific S0  Sn electronic transition. 
 
 
First, it can be noticed the presence of localized MOs, i.e. electron density mostly on the 
two naphthyl rings in HOMO and H-1 as well as in LUMO, L+1 and L+2, and charge 
distribution shifted primarily to the opposite side of the molecule (on the phenyl rings) in 
LUMO+3 and LUMO+4. In H-2, H-3 and H-4 the electron density is distributed more evenly 
along the whole molecule. Interesting to highlight is the existence of diffuse MOs around the two 
phosphorus atoms located at the center of the molecule in most HOMOs and in LUMO+3 and 
LUMO+4. These three descriptions on electron density redistribution in S-BINAP evidences the 
significant charge transfer (CT) component present in this molecule and therefore support the 
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observed improved performance on TPCD calculations using CAM-B3LYP, an XCF that 
corrects the existent deficiencies of the popular B3LYP regarding the treatment of CT states 5, 7, 
14, 30. 
 
5.5 Conclusions  
The study of TPCD response of S-BINAP demonstrated that CAM-B3LYP outperformed 
the popular B3LYP due to the presence of ICT states in this heteroaromatic diphosphine chiral 
ligand. We showed that substantially extending the manifold of states included in the TD-DFT 
calculation is crucial for the proper assignment of theoretical electronic transitions to 
experimental bands.  The inclusion of additional electronic excited states in the calculation has a 
stronger effect on the shape of the theoretical spectra at shorter wavelengths. Having completed 
this part of our study, the question to answer next is if the nature of the ICT also has an effect on 
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CHAPTER 6 : TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION AND TWO-PHOTON 
CIRCULAR DICHROISM OF HEXAHELICENE DERIVATIVES: A 
STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF THE NATURE OF INTRAMOLECULAR 
CHARGE TRANSFER 
 
Reproduced with permission of the American Chemical Society from: C. Díaz, Y. Vesga, L. 
Echevarria, I. Stará, I. Starỳ, E. Anger, C. Shen, M. El Sayed Moussa,  N, Vanthuyne, J. Crassous, 
A. Rizzo, F.E. Hernández, RSC Adv. 2015, 5, 17429–17437 
 
Having arrived to general conclusions on the effect of ICT onto the TPCD 
signal of conjugated chiral molecules in Chapter IV, we decided to embark 
on a new investigation on the effect of the nature of ICT on the TPCD 
signal of systems with helical chirality.  
Herein, we present the theoretical-experimental analysis of the ECD 
and TPCD spectra of two hexahelicene derivatives exhibiting 
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). The primary outcomes of our 
investigation demonstrate that the TPA cross-section and the amplitude of 
the TPCD signal of this type of helicenes are not strongly affected by the 
strength of the ICT but by the nature of the extension of the electronic 
delocalization, i.e. beyond (EXO-ICT) or within (ENDO-ICT) the 
helicene core. In order to corroborate our results we performed a 
comparative theoretical analysis of the corresponding contributions of the 
magnetic dipole transition moment and the electric quadrupole transition 
moment to the TPCD rotatory strength on a series of five similar helicene 





Seeking for a better understanding of TPCD and its structure-property relationship we 
have been working on the theoretical-experimental analysis of the TPCD response of several 
systems. 1-7 Although all these studies have contributed to the expanded knowledge of TPCD in 
organic molecules, more molecular systems need to be studied to better understand this nonlinear 
optical property and its potential applications. To help accomplish this goal, herein we present 
the results from our most recent work which was primarily focused on the first theoretical-
experimental analysis of the TPA and TPCD spectra of two interesting aromatic molecules - 
hexahelicene derivatives - with helical chirality and intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) (see 
Figure 1.a for their chemical structures). One should remark that helicenes are very popular 
chiral systems employed in applications involving chiroptical photoswitches, 8 enantioselective 
fluorescence detectors, 9 circularly polarized luminescence for back-lighting in liquid crystals 
displays, 10, 11 and nonlinear optical (NLO) devices. 12, 13  
Next, we present evidence that show that the TPA cross-section and the amplitude of the 
TPCD signal in helicenes are strongly affected by the strength and nature of the ICT. We 
demonstrate that the extension of the electronic delocalization beyond the helicene core (EXO-
ICT) has a stronger effect of the nonlinear optical responses of this family of molecules than the 
extension of the electronic delocalization within the aromatic cluster (ENDO-ICT). This effect is 
directly correlated, as shown below in a series of helicene derivatives with different electron 
delocalization disposition (Figure 1.b), with the contributions of the magnetic dipole transition 





6.2 Experimental Section 
 
P-(+)-1-aza[6]helicene (hereafter A6 - Figure 6-1.a) was synthesized as previously 
reported by Stará and co-workers. 14 Briefly, A6 (Figure 6-1.a) was prepared by using the cobalt-
catalyzed intramolecular [2+2+2] cycloaddition of a pyridine-linked triyne followed by 




Figure 6-1. (a) Chemical structures of P-(+)-1-aza[6]helicene (A6), and M-(-)-2-[(4-cyanophenyl)-1-
ethynyl]carbo[6]helicene (CN6). (b)  Chemical structures of CN6-like helicenes (#CN). C6–CN is the 
base #CN. Derivatives with increasing EXO-ICT and ENDO-ICT are in the upper row and are in the 
lower row, respectively. 
 
M-(-) and P-(+)-2-[4-(cyanophenyl)-1-ethynyl]carbo[6]helicene (Figure 6-1.b) were 
obtained from racemic 2-ethynyl-[6]carbohelicene and commercially available 4-
bromobenzonitrile through a Sonogashira coupling reaction followed by chiral HPLC separation. 
15 Although both the P and M enantiomers were obtained for this derivative, only the M 
enantiomer (henceforth CN6) was used for the spectroscopic measurements due to impurities 
that could not be removed from the solution containing the P enantiomer. 
OPA measurements were performed using a single-beam spectrophotometer (Agilent 
8453 Diode Array Uv-Vis) from 190 to 600 nm in a 0.1 cm quartz cell in 0.2×10-4 - 2.0×10-4 M 
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solutions in THF. ECD spectra were completed on a J-815 CD spectropolarimeter (Jasco Corp., 
Tokyo, Japan) following these conditions: concentration 1.0 x 10-5 M in THF; temperature 25 ºC; 
quartz cuvette length 4 mm; wavelength range 190-600 nm; 1 nm step and scan speed 50 
nm/min.  
TPA and TPCD measurements were carried out in solutions with concentrations ranging 
from 3.0×10-2 M to 5.3×10-2 M, employing the double-L scan technique. 16 All samples were 
dissolved in THF. Two-photon excitation was induced with a computer-controlled femtosecond 
optical parametric amplifier (OPerA Solo) pumped by an amplified laser system from 
COHERENT. The whole system is capable of generating 90 fs (FWHM) pulses over a 
wavelength range spanning from 240 nm to 2.6 μm, and with pulse energies of up to 350  µJ. 
Experiments were performed at a repetition rate between 2 and 50 Hz to avoid any contribution 
from cumulative effects. The pulse width was measured using a single-shot autocorrelator from 
Coherent Inc. and a frequency-resolved optical gaiting (FROG) from Swamp Optics LLC. 
 
6.3 Computational Methods 
The theoretical background involved in this research has been given in detail in 
references 17-2217-22 and is also presented in sections 1.2 and 1.5 of the introduction of this 
dissertation. Therefore, in this part we only present the computational details relevant to the 
corresponding calculations. 
 The molecular structures of A6 and CN6  (see Figure 6-1.a), as well as those of five 
CN6-like helicenes (#CN) (see Figure 6-1.b) were optimized using Density Functional Theory 
(DFT), 23 employing the Becke’s three-parameter exchange, Lee, Yang and Parr correlation 
(B3LYP) hybrid functional 24-26 in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, 27, 28 
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employing Gaussian 09. 29 Solvent effects (THF) were considered as implemented in the 
polarizable continuum model (PCM). 30 Calculations of excited states of all helicenes, in the 
linear (OPA and ECD) and nonlinear (TPA and TPCD) instance, were performed employing 
Time-Dependent DFT (TD-DFT), 23 with two different exchange correlation functionals (XCF), 
i.e. B3LYP and the Coulomb attenuating method-B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP) 31. Because it is well-
known that the latter is a more reliable XCF than the former in molecules with ICT, 2, 31, 32 in this 
chapter we only present results obtained with CAM-B3LYP. 
At this point, we would like to comment on the limitations of an inherently single-
excitation based model as TD-DFT when dealing with electronic excited states dominated by 
double excitations. 33, 34 It is well known that in some cases, for example for polyenes or 
polyacenes, the TPA response can be particular intense for states with this character. 34, 35  
Although, we recognize the challenges present when resorting to the computational protocol 
employed in this study for the study of linear and, in particular, nonlinear spectroscopies, this 
subject has been the theme of detailed studies within our group, cf. for instance Ref. 6. Double 
excitations, in the definition given usually in ab initio quantum chemistry, are somehow taken 
care even within standard adiabatic TD-DFT approaches using approximate functionals. 34, 36 
Nevertheless, it is a fact that, when double or higher excitation character of the excited state is 
dominant, this model is bound to fail. Although alternative approaches to adiabatic TD-DFT, 
able in principle to deal with double excitations, have been proposed and developed (as the use 
of frequency dependent or non adibatic kernels), 33 the debate and the current development has 
been mostly concerned with excitation energies and linear response properties, and we are not 
aware of extensions to analytical nonlinear response. On the other hand the importance of 
multiple excitations for two-photon spectra, has been discussed also within the ab initio quantum 
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chemistry community, 35 and besides the well-known multiconfigurational time dependent 
Hartree-Fock approaches to nonlinear response 37 available in DALTON 38 now for decades -but 
not suitable in its current status, for the treatment of molecules of the size of those studied here - 
the algebraic-diagrammatic construction polarization propagator approach developed within the 
group of Drew and applied to octatetraene in Refs. 37, 39 and 40,37, 39, 40appears to be a particularly 
promising suitable tool to treat non-linear absorption when multiple excitation are of particular 
importance for sizeable molecules. 
Next, we computed the oscillator strengths ( 0 ff ) and velocity rotatory strengths ( 0
ECD
fR ) 
for the first 60 electronic excited states for all the helicene derivatives using TD-DFT at the 
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) 41 level of theory including solvent effects (THF) via PCM, in Gaussian 
09. 29 The convoluted theoretical UV-vis and ECD spectra were obtained using Equations 1-13 
and 1-33 (see dissertation introduction), respectively, using a normalized Lorentzian lineshape 
(See Equation 1-15 in dissertation introduction) with a linewidth ( )Γ of 0.5 eV (FWHM). Note: 
In order to certify the reliability of the selected basis set, we performed additional TD-DFT 
calculations over a smaller number of excited states (first 30 electronic excited states) using a 
larger basis set, i.e. 6-311++G(d,p). No significant differences, compared to the linear spectra 
computed with 6-31G(d) were obtained. 
TPA probabilities ( )( )0 0TPAf fδ ω  and TPCD rotatory strength ( )( )0 0TPCDf fR ω  for all the 
helicene derivatives were calculated employing TD-DFT in DALTON 2011, 38 using CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ 42 for A6, and employing CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) for the rest of the 
helicene derivatives. For TPA and TPCD, the number of electronic excited states selected for A6 
(60 & 48) and CN6 (60 & 40), were determined by the experimental spectral range (200 nm – 
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450 nm) covered during the measurements. In #CN derivatives the number of electronic excited 
states to be considered in the calculations were established by the measured experimental 
spectral range for CN6 (see captions for Figures 6-4 and 6-5 for the accurate number of 
electronic excited states employed for each derivative). No solvent effects were considered in the 
nonlinear calculations due to the high computational costs. The convoluted theoretical TPA and 
TPCD spectra were obtained employing Equations 1-18 and 1-37 (see dissertation introduction), 
respectively, using a normalized Lorentzian lineshape (See Equation 1-15 in dissertation 
introduction) with a linewidth ( )Γ of 0.15 eV (FWHM). 
 
6.4 Results and discussion 
In order to start with the analysis, in Figure 6-2 we present the experimental OPA and 
ECD spectra of A6 (Top) and CN6 (Bottom) in THF solution, and their corresponding 
convoluted CAM-B3LYP stick spectra, calculated in THF using PCM and basis set 6-31G(d) 
(Assignment of theoretical excited states to experimental bands can be found in Tables 6-1.a and 
6-1.b). To obtain a better match with the experiment, the theoretical spectra were spectrally 
shifted by an amount reported in the caption of the figure (this is common practice in theoretical-
experimental works). 2, 3, 5-7 One should mention that the theoretical curves are consistently blue 
shifted with respect to the experimental. This result is not surprising since, as it has been 
previously reported,6, 7, 21, 22 in all calculations most of the depicted states are basically valence 
states with a significant contribution form π→π*, and because CAM-B3LYP tends to 
overestimate the excitation energies. 6  
The primary observation in Figure 6-2 is the noteworthy theoretical reproduction of the 
experimental OPA and ECD spectra (spectral shape, position of the bands, and the fano-type 
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shape profile) of A6 and CN6 using CAM-B3LYP. The remarkably good performance of this 
particular XCF is attributed to the existent intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) in both 
molecules, being ICT unequivocally stronger in CN6. In this particular molecule, the cyano 
(−C≡N) group, a well-known moderate electron-withdrawing group, located beyond the helicene 
core on one extreme of the molecule, causes not only a strong ICT effect but it increases the 
range of the electronic delocalization beyond the helicene core. 
 
 
Figure 6-2. Experimental (black solid line) and theoretical (colored dotted lines) UV-vis (left column) 
and ECD (right column) spectra of A6 and CN6. Colored empty symbols display the oscillator 
strengths for each molecule. OPA for the lowest 60 electronic excited states were computed at the 
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory using Gaussian 09 in THF and employing PCM. The 
theoretical spectra are only shown within the measurable spectral range (200 nm through 450 nm) 
with spectral shifts: A6 (+20 nm) and CN6 (0 nm). = 0.5 eV (FWHM) was used for all the spectra. 
Excited states contributing to 20 % or more of the total intensity of prominent spectral features 
observed in the theory and the experiment are highlighted. All the experimental spectra were taken in 
THF solutions. 
 
This last point can be confirmed even further by the analysis presented in Figure 6-3, 
which show the molecular orbitals involved in the transitions to excited state #3 and #2 for A6 




theoretical spectra calculated with CAM-B3LYP (see Figure 6-2 and Tables 6-1.a and 6-1.b). 
The observed ICT in all three excitations involved in the CN6 transition is indeed extremely 
important. Similar evidences have already been reported by Rizzo and co-workers in other 
molecular systems 2, 6, 21, 22 and, are in accordance with previous calculations performed in CN6. 
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Table 6-1. Assignment of theoretical (CAM-B3LYP) excited states (E.S.) to experimental (Exp.) 
bands. Only E.S. contributing to 20 % or more of the total intensity of the corresponding bands are 
shown. Tables for A6 and CN6 are labeled 6-1.a and 6-1.b, respectively. Each table contains data for 
the OPA, ECD, TPA and TPCD spectra of the corresponding helicenes. The theoretical OPA 
wavelengths are shown with the corresponding spectral shift (see figure captions of the corresponding 
spectra for the exact value of the spectral shifts) (λMAX = OPA wavelength of the corresponding band 
for its maximum amplitude, E.S = Excited State Number, ε = molar absorptivity in l.mol-1.cm-1, ∆ε = 
difference in molar absorptivity in l.mol-1.cm-1,  f = oscillator strength, RECD = rotatory strength in 10-
40 erg.esu.cm.Gauss-1, TPA = two-photon absorption cross-section in GM, TPCD = two-photon 
circular dichroism in GM, δTPA = two-photon probability in GM, RTPCD = two-photon circular 



































































       



































































Table 6-1 (continued) 
6-1.b 
(CN6) 
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Figure 6-3. Molecular orbitals (MOs) involved in the 3rd and 2nd electronic excited state of A6 and 
CN6, respectively. The MOs were obtained from CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* TD-DFT calculations in THF 
using PCM in Gaussian 09. The percent contribution from single excitations ([HOMO – x] → 
[LUMO + y]) to the excited state is indicated in parenthesis for each case. 
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Next, one should highlight the fact that the amplitudes of the OPA and ECD signals in 
both molecules are virtually identical, though there is an obvious difference in ICT between the 
two. This observation shall be explained more in detail after completing the theoretical-
experimental analysis of the nonlinear spectra of A6 and CN6 presented next.  
In Figure 6-4 we show the TPA and TPCD spectra (theoretical and experimental), 




Figure 6-4. Experimental (black scattered squares) and theoretical TPA (left column) and TPCD 
(right column) spectra of A6 and CN6 calculated in vacuo using Dalton 2011. TPA was computed for 
the first 60 electronic excited states (colored scattered symbols) for both molecules. TPCD was 
computed for the first 48 and 40 electronic excited states (colored scattered symbols) for A6 and CN6, 
respectively. The Lorentzian convolution (colored dotted lines) was obtained using a linewidth Γ = 
0.15 eV (FWHM). The theoretical spectra were calculated with CAM-B3LYP/ aug-cc-pVDZ for A6, 
and CAM-B3LYP/ 6-311++G(d,p) for CN6. The theoretical spectral shifts are: A6 (+22 nm) and CN6 
(+26 nm). Excited states contributing to 20 % or more of the total intensity of prominent spectral 
features observed in the theory and the experiment are highlighted. All the experimental spectra were 




The spectra of both compounds were taken in THF solution. The theoretical spectra of 
A6 were obtained with the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ computed profiles obtained by 
convoluting the stick spectra (The latter simulates isolated non interacting molecules). To 
optimize the balance between accuracy and computational cost, calculations in CN6 were 
performed using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, which is a slightly smaller basis set than aug-cc-
pVDZ. As for the one-photon spectra a shift has been applied to the computed TPA and TPCD 
spectra (see figure caption of Figure 6-4). Since the spectroscopic region of relevance is different 
when comparing one- and two-photon absorption profiles, the shifts applied to the spectra shown 
in Figure 6-4, chosen to improve the comparison between theory and experiment, are different 
from those applied to the spectra displayed in Figure 6-2 (assignment of theoretical CAM-
B3LYP excited states to experimental bands of A6 and CN6 can be found in Tables 6-1.a and 6-
1.b). Also, because strong two-photon absorber states are in most cases weak one-photon 
absorber, the differences in spectral shift obtained for OPA and TPA are easily explained by 
considering that OPA and TPA are dominated (see Figure 6-2 and 6-4) by different molecular 
states. 43, 44  
First, it can be noticed that the theoretical calculations reproduce remarkably the main 
TPA spectral features of both helicene derivatives. However, the predicted TPA cross-sections 
are, in most cases, larger than the experimental. It is hard to explain this difference in amplitude 
considering that all experiments were performed in the femtosecond regime where excited state 
absorption is negligible. 45, 46 Nevertheless, the chosen XCF reproduces very well the relative 
intensities between the main TPA bands, and it yields a suitable bandwidth and separation 




Second, the intense peak observed at 215 nm in the TPA experimental spectrum of A6, 
that lead to a strong increasing band in the blue side of the TPA spectrum of this molecule is not 
well reproduced by the theory. This outcome could be a consequence of the limited number of 
electronic excited states included in the theoretical calculation of the TPA spectrum or, even 
more probable, due to the presence of strong TPA resonance enhancement effect found when the 
measurements are performed in the close vicinity of linear absorption states (see Figure 6-2). 47, 
48 In any case, this region would be better analysed with the damped approach to TPA discussed 
in references 67 and 68.49z 
Next, moving onto TPCD, in Figure 6-4 we display the experimental (in THF solution) 
and theoretical (isolated molecules) spectra of A6 and CN6, obtained using CAM-B3LYP. One 
can notice that the theoretical TPCD spectra of A6 and CN6 reproduces notably the shape, sign, 
and relative intensities of the main three bands in A6 (one positive at 240 nm and two negative at 
250 and 290 nm) and the three positive bands in CN6 (280, 300 and 330 nm) - see Tables 1.a and 
1.b. 
Finally and perhaps the most interesting outcome of the nonlinear characterization of 
these two molecules is the obviously larger TPA cross-section (approximately ten times) and 
TPCD signal (ca. two-fold) of CN6 compared to that of A6 (see Figure 6-4). This interesting 
result can be explained by considering two cooperative effects: a) the strong ICT character of a 
well-known moderate electron-withdrawing group (−C≡N) on one end of CN6, and b) the 
extended electron delocalization over the (4-Cyanophenyl)-1-ethynyl substituent outside the 
helical core in this helicene derivative. In A6, however, a relatively mild ICT is effective only 
within the hexahelicene core due to the presence of the aza (−N=) group at one end of the 
molecule. Although, the difference in ICT between A6 and CN6 was discussed earlier in the 
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linear characterization of these two molecules (see Figure 6-4), the actual implications were not 
elucidated.  
In order to gain more insight about the two effects mentioned above, we performed 
calculations of OPA, ECD, TPA and TPCD on five CN6-like helicenes (#CN) with different ICT 
conjugation length outside the [6]carbohelicene core (EXO-ICT), i.e. C6–CN, C6–≡–CN and 
C6–≡–≡–CN, and within the aromatic cluster (ENDO-ICT), i.e. carbohelicene derivatives with 
six (C6–CN), seven (C7–CN) and eight (C8–CN) aromatic rings extending the helical 
arrangement. Molecular structures of #CN were introduced in Figure 6-1.b. 
In Figure 6-5 we show the comparative plot of the OPA and ECD, and the TPA and 
TPCD theoretical spectra of all five #CN. 
 
 
Figure 6-5. OPA, ECD, TPA and TPCD theoretical spectra of all five #CN.  OPA and ECD spectra 
were obtained from the Lorentzian convolution (Γ = 0.5 eV FWHM) of the first 60 excited states 
excited states of the optimized structures of all five #CN calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
level of theory in THF using PCM and employing Gaussian 09. TPA spectra of the optimized 
structures of all five #CN derivatives were obtained from the Lorentzian convolution (Γ = 0.15 eV 
FWHM) of the first 60 excited states excited states except for C7–CN (67 states) and C8–CN (73 
states). TPCD spectra of the optimized structures of all five #CN derivatives were obtained from the 
Lorentzian convolution (Γ = 0.15 eV FWHM) of the first 40 excited states except for C7–CN (45 
states). TPA and TPCD calculations were performed at the CAM-B3LYP/ 6-311++G(d,p) level of 
theory in vacuo using Dalton 2011. 
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As expected from the linear analysis of A6 and CN6, the OPA and ECD signals are not 
strongly affected by the nature of ICT, i.e. EXO-ICT vs. ENDO-ICT. In this figure one can only 
observe a small increase in the amplitude of the ECD signal and a consistent red shift of the 
position of the fano-type bands of #CN as the conjugation length of the aromatic cluster 
increases from C6  C8. However, EXO-ICT seems to have no significant effect on the linear 
spectra of these molecules. This interesting result suggests the generation of stronger molecular 
circular currents as the spiral length of the ENDO-ICT increase in helical molecules. These 
currents can in turn generate molecular magnetic fields that couple with the magnetic dipole 
transition moment of #CN, 5, 50, 51 thus increasing the ECD response as follow: C6–CN < C7–CN 
< C8–CN. 
In the nonlinear optical response instance it is obvious that the effect of EXO-ICT is 
much stronger than ENDO-ICT. In Figure 6-5, one can notice that while the maximum TPA 
cross-sections of C6–≡–CN and C6–≡–≡–CN are approximately 2.4 and 4.9 times that of C6–
CN, respectively, the difference in TPA between C6–CN, C7–CN and C8–CN is nearly 
negligible - the small difference noticed between C6–CN, C7–CN and C8–CN, on the blue side 
of the spectra, is mainly attributed to the limitations of our computational resources to calculate 
the required number of excited states in the larger molecules (C7–CN and C8–CN) to cover the 
same spectral region obtained for C6–CN. In TPCD one can also remark a stronger EXO-ICT 
effect, i.e. the integrated area of the TPCD spectra of C6–≡–CN and C6–≡–≡–CN are 
approximately 2.5 and 7.9 folds that of C6–CN, respectively. The difference in TPCD between 
C7–CN and C8–CN, and C6–CN is ca. 1.7 and 2.2, respectively, i.e. less significant than in the 
previous series of #CN but comparable to the small differences observed in ECD. These results 
strongly suggest that: (1) the electric dipole transition moment, which directly affect the TPA 
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response of conjugated molecules,  52, 53  is enhanced by increasing the electronic conjugation 
length beyond the helicene core, (2) the magnetic dipole transition moment could enhance the 
TPCD response of helical molecules via its coupling with the induced molecular magnetic field 
resultant from the generation of molecular circular currents within the helical core, 5, 50, 51 and (3) 
the contribution of the electric quadrupole transition moment to the TPCD signal of helical 
molecules with strong EXO-ICT - the extended electronic conjugation beyond the helicene core 
significantly enhances the nonlinear response of this type of molecular structures. While points 
(2) and (3) are crucial for TPCD in the series of molecules with greater EXO-ICT (C6–CN, C6–
≡–CN and C6–≡–≡–CN), in the other series of molecules (C6–CN, and C7–CN and C8–CN) 
point (2) becomes more critical. 
With the intention of supporting even further these results, in Figure 6-6 we present the 
integrated TPCD spectra, and the sum of the absolute values of molecular parameters B1+B3 and 
B2 that define the contributions of the magnetic dipole transition moment and the electric 
quadrupole transition moment, respectively, to the TPCD rotatory strength 54-56 (See Section 5 in 
the introduction of this dissertation for further detail on molecular parameters Bi). The clear 
tendencies observed in this plot, viz. i) Σ|B1+B3| (Figure 6-6.b) following the same trend observed 
in TPCD (Figure 6-6.a) within the whole series of #CN, and ii) Σ|B2| (Figure 6-6.c) matching 











In summary, we have demonstrated that the TPA cross-section and the amplitude of the 
TPCD signal in helicenes are strongly affected not only by the strength of the ICT but by its 
nature. The molecular orbital analysis of A6 and CN6, and the theoretical analysis of these 
effects on a series of CN6-like helicenes validated our hypothesis. Through this research we 
were able to show that while the extension of the electronic delocalization beyond the helicene 
core (EXO-ICT) enhances the contribution of the electric quadrupole and magnetic transition 
moments to the TPCD rotatory strength ( ( )0 0TPCDf fR ω ), the electronic delocalization within the 
arrangement of aromatic rings (ENDO-ICT) primarily increases the contribution of the magnetic 
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CHAPTER 7 : FUTURE WORK 
 
The research presented in this dissertation constitutes the first comprehensive and 
systematic theoretical-experimental study of the structure-property relationship of 
TPCD. The focus of the research presented in this manuscript was primarily on: i) 
the study of the effect of the “twist” in the  π-electron delocalization of chiral 
biaryl derivatives on TPCD, ii) the development of a fragment recombination 
approach for the calculation of the TPCD spectra of large molecules and the 
demonstration of its direct application for the conformational analysis of a 
complex axially chiral Salen ligand, and iii) the study of the effect of the strength 
and nature of intramolecular charge transfer onto the TPCD of compounds with 
axial and helical chirality. 
Although we have already made great progress in the understanding of the 
structure-property relationship of TPCD, much more need to be explored before 
truly realizing its full potential and unique applications. With this in mind we 
propose to continue the study of the structure-property relationship of TPCD by 
embarking on the following investigations: 
1) Complete the study of the effect of ICT on the TPCD signal on chiral systems 
with different molecular configurations of donor (D) and acceptor (A) groups 
around the molecular core (C), e.g. D-C-D, D-C-A, and A-C-A, & D-π-C-π-D, 
D-π-C-π-A, and A-π-C-π-A. 
2) Extend the application of TPCD to the Far UV (FUV, 122 nm – 200nm) and 
perform conformational analysis of chiral biomolecules in a spectral region 
never attempted before. 
3) Start conformational studies, using TPCD, on relatively small peptides known 
to participate in specific diseases by modeling aminoacid residues present in 
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One of the approximations that is made when third order nonlinearities are determined from  
Z-scan curves is that the excitation beam has a Gaussian spatial profile.1 In this appendix a brief 
description of the main characteristics that describe these types of beams is presented. 2,3 
The transverse profile of a Gaussian beam (see Figure below) is described by, 
2 22 /
0
r wI I e−= , 
where I0 is the intensity at the propagation axis (maximum intensity), r is the distance measured 
from the propagation axis and w is the beam waist, that is defined as the value r for which the 
intensity drops to 20 /I e .  
 
When the Gaussian beam is focused (see Figure below), the parameter w varies along the 
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here, w0 is the beam waist measured at the focal point (z = 0), λ is the wavelength of the light, 
and z is the position along the propagation axis. An important parameter that characterizes the 
focused Gaussian beam is the Rayleigh range ( )rz  that is defined as the distance from the beam 
waist to the position where the cross-sectional area of the beam is doubled. This condition occurs 








Finally, an important parameter that is used to describe the focused Gaussian beam is its 
radius of curvature as it propagates, which is given by, 
( )
2
1 RzR z z
z
  = +  
   
. 
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DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
 
One of the main issues for treating large molecular systems with Hartree-Fock (HF) and post HF 
methods is that these approaches deal with a large number of variables that result in a 
tremendous computational problem. This is due to the fact that these methods are based on 
complicated many-electron wavefunctions that are dependent on each of the three spatial 
coordinates of all the n electrons that comprise the system. In order to simplify this problem, in 
1964 Hohenberg and Kohn 1 proposed that all the information from the system could be obtained 
from the ground state electron density that only depends on three spatial coordinates. They 
provided proof of two theorems that supported their approach: 
Theorem I: The ground state density ( )0 rρ  of any system of electrons is 
uniquely determined by the external potential ( )extV r  and a constant. 
Which means that once the electron density of the system is known, the external 
potential, and in consequence the Hamiltonian can be directly determined. Then from the 
Hamiltonian the wavefunction can be determined, thus making every quantum mechanical 
observable into a functional of the ground state density. 
Theorem II: There exists a universal functional for the energy E  that can be 
defined in terms of ( )rρ . The global minimum value of this functional is equal to 
the exact ground state density ( )0 rρ . 
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In other words, the exact ground state density minimizes the energy as a functional of the 
density. These two theorems constitute the basis the so-called Density Functional Theory (DFT). 
The Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) Hamiltonian for a many particle system can then be 
expressed in terms of the external potential as, 
( )21 1 1
2 2i ext ii i i j i j
H V r
r r≠
= − ∇ + +
−
∑ ∑ ∑  
And the associated energy functional is, 
[ ] [ ] [ ] ( ) ( )3HK extE T U d rV r rρ ρ ρ ρ= + + ∫  
here, [ ]U ρ  is the potential energy of the interaction of the system and [ ]T ρ  is the kinetic 
energy of the system. Unfortunately, expressions for the calculation of the latter two quantities 
are unknown for the case of a system with interacting electrons, such as the one considered in the 
HK theory. 
In 1965, Khon and Sham 2 proposed an elegant solution to this new problem. Instead of 
considering a system of interacting electrons their approach was to create a fictitious system 
composed by non-interacting electrons whose density would be identical to that of the system of 
interacting electrons. Using this approach the Khon-Sham (KS) equation was proposed, 
( ) ( ) ( )21
2 ext H xc i i i





here, ( )extv r , ( )Hv r  and ( )xcv r are the external, the Hartree and the exchange correlation (XC) 
potentials, respectively. ( )xcv r  is a functional of the electron density that is known as the XC 
Functional (XCF).  
In order to solve time-dependent problems, in 1984 Runge and Gross 3 proposed a time 
dependent analogue of the first HK theorem that set the basis for what is known today as Time 
Dependent DFT (TD-DFT). Using this formalism, the Time-Dependent (TD) KS equation can be 
expressed as, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
,1 , , , ,
2
j
ext H xc i
r t




∂ − ∇ + + + =  ∂ 
 
where ( ),extv r t , ( ),Hv r t  and ( ),xcv r t are the TD external, the TD Hartree and the TD exchange 
correlation potentials. For the case of ground state DFT, the variation minimum principle is used 
for finding the total energy while  in TD-DFT a stationary point of the action integral A needs to 
be found, 





A dt t i H t t
t
∂
= Ψ − Ψ
∂∫  
Exchange Correlation Functionals 
The main disadvantage of the KS theory is that an exact XCF is only known for the free electron 
gas. Therefore, approximations need to be made for all the rest of the molecular systems. The 
first of these approximations to arise was the Local Density Approximation (LDA), which states 
that the system can be described by an electron gas whose density is equal to the local density of 
the molecular system. LDA performs well in systems with slow varying electron densities, like 
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metals. On the other hand, the rapid changes in electron density observed in molecules make this 
approximation fail. However, in this case the performance of LDA can be greatly improved 
through the use Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA), that contemplate not only the 
electron density but also its gradient. In addition to these two approximations, in the 1990s 
Becke 4, 5 proposed to incorporate HF exchange into the XCF, and developed the first series of 
hybrid functionals. After Becke’s initial work, many different hybrid functionals have been 
developed in order to satisfy the needs of different molecular systems. Throughout this 
dissertation only two hybrid functionals were used. First, the popular Becke three-parameter Lee 
Yang Parr (B3LYP) 4-6 and then its Coulomb Attenuated variant know as CAM-B3LYP. 7, 8  
B3LYP  has the following form, 
( ) ( ) ( )3 0B LYP LDA LDA HF LDA GGA LDA GGA LDAxc x c x x x x x c c cE E E a E E a E E a E E= + + − + − + −  
where the parameters 0a  = 0.2, xa  = 0.72 and ca  = 0.81, were obtained from fitting to 
experimental data. CAM-B3LYP modifies B3LYP in such a way that it accounts for long-range 
exchange, this modification is needed for molecules exhibiting Rydberg or charge transfer states, 
were the electrons usually have the ability to travel far away from the nuclei. In the CAM-
B3LYP 7 functional the short- and long-range exchange are adjusted through the use of the 
parameters, using the following equation, 
( ) ( )12 12
12 12 12
1 erf erf1 r r
r r r
α β µ α β µ− + ⋅  + ⋅ = +  
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DETAILED CONTRIBUTIONS OF SINGLE EXCITATIONS TO 




Comparative analysis of the most important excitations contributing to the first 40 electronic excited states of S-BINAP in THF. 
Calculation were performed with TD-DFT at the B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM and CAM-B3LYP/6-31G*/PCM levels of theory. Excitations 
are expressed as HOMO-X ➡ LUMO+Y transitions. (# = excited state number, λ = excitation wavelength, f0f = oscillator strength, 
Symm. = excited state symmetry, Cont. = percent of contribution to the excited state) 
 
 
 B3LYP/6-31G* CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 
#  λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) 
1 341.3  0.0107  A HOMO ➡ LUMO 93 285.4  0.0182  A HOMO ➡ LUMO 77 
2 336.5  0.0819  B HOMO ➡ LUMO+1 90 284.8  0.3238  B HOMO ➡ LUMO+1 66 
    
    
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 14 
3 319.6  0.0557  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 79 279.2  0.0265  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 24 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO 13 
   
HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO 10 
    
    
   
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+1 12 
    
    
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 13 
4 313.6  0.0357  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+1 11 277.8  0.0095  A HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 12 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+1 73 
   
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 15 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 10 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 19 
5 307.2  0.1553  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO 80 262.8  0.0323  A HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+1 61 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 11 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 14 
6 305.2  0.0370  A HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 73 261.9  0.1130  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 45 
           
HOMO ➡ LUMO+1 10 
7 301.5  0.0111  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 24 256.8  0.1414  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO 58 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+1 58 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+1 10 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+1 12 
       8 292.8  0.0076  B HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+1 48 250.0  0.2427  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+1 59 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 20 
   




 B3LYP/6-31G* CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 
#  λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) 
9 286.9  0.0001  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 57 245.9  0.3140  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+3 21 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+1 20 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+4 26 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 10 
       10 286.3  0.0393  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 38 245.8  0.0663  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO 10 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+3 51 
   
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+4 20 
           
HOMO ➡ LUMO+3 32 
11 280.6  0.0409  B HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+1 13 237.7  0.0992  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 10 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 45 
   
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+1 13 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+3 28 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+4 11 
12 280.1  0.2307  A HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+3 10 235.6  0.0097  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 11 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+4 79 
       13 278.9  0.0949  B HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+1 33 232.7  0.0524  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 26 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 20 
       
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+5 15 
       14 272.5  0.0014  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 38 232.3  0.3303  B HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+1 50 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+5 57 
   
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 10 
           
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 11 
15 269.8  0.0088  A HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 24 229.2  0.0049  A HOMO-11 ➡ LUMO+3 12 
    
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+2 18 
   
HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO+4 10 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 13 
       16 264.7  0.0679  A HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+3 72 229.2  0.0194  B HOMO-11 ➡ LUMO+4 10 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+4 12 
   
HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO+3 13 
17 262.6  0.0108  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+4 72 226.8  0.0590  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 30 
18 260.1  0.0289  B HOMO ➡ LUMO+7 57 226.6  0.1216  A HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 13 
           
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO 19 
           
HOMO ➡ LUMO+2 13 
19 259.6  0.0097  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+5 11 220.0  0.8349  B HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO 43 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+6 59 
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+2 12 
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 B3LYP/6-31G* CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 
#  λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) 
20 258.7  0.0016  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+2 27 217.9  0.0130  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 28 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+3 52 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+5 41 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+3 10 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+6 12 
21 256.4  0.1057  B HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO 39 216.5  0.5145  A HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 11 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+4 12 
   
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+2 34 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+8 13 
       22 255.5  0.0049  A HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+2 36 213.8  0.2714  A HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 11 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+3 32 
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+6 10 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 14 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+9 23 
23 254.4  0.0002  A HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 32 213.1  0.2015  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+2 17 
    
HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 28 
   
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+9 15 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 15 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+6 15 
           
HOMO ➡ LUMO+8 15 
24 254.3  0.0091  B HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+4 69 208.4  0.0619  A HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 13 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+8 10 
   
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+2 12 
           
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+5 13 
25 254.1  0.0008  A HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 10 207.8  0.0386  A HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 15 
    
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+5 23 
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+3 21 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 33 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+4 25 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+6 10 
       26 253.6  0.0457  B HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 10 207.7  0.0268  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+4 20 
    
HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO 10 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+3 29 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+8 58 
       27 252.4  0.0794  A HOMO ➡ LUMO+9 78 205.8  0.0210  A HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 17 
           
HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+1 26 
           




 B3LYP/6-31G* CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 
#  λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) λ (nm) f0f Symm. Excitation Cont. (%) 
28 250.4  0.0289  A HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 11 205.6  0.1809  B HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO 10 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+10 44 
   
HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 21 
           
HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO 14 
29 250.2  0.0124  B HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO 44 204.4  0.0028  A HOMO ➡ LUMO+7 17 
    
HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 15 
       
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+11 18 
       30 248.9  0.0010  B HOMO-7 ➡ LUMO 37 204.3  0.0347  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+4 13 
    
HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO 26 
   
HOMO ➡ LUMO+8 20 
    
HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 14 
       31 247.3  0.0049  A HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO 13 203.1  0.0017  B HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO+1 10 
    
HOMO-8 ➡ LUMO 12 
   
HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 21 
    
HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO 29 
       
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+10 26 
       32 247.1  0.0111  A HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO 20 202.3  0.0113  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+5 26 
    
HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO 11 
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+5 15 
    
HOMO-8 ➡ LUMO 41 
       
    
HOMO-7 ➡ LUMO+1 13 
       
    
HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO+1 10 
       33 246.9  0.0586  B HOMO-5 ➡ LUMO+1 19 201.8  0.2210  A HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO 24 
    
HOMO ➡ LUMO+11 26 
   
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+5 10 
34 246.0  0.1147  B HOMO-7 ➡ LUMO 32 201.6  0.3022  B HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+2 36 
    
HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO 14 
       35 245.5  0.0018  A HOMO-8 ➡ LUMO 13 200.7  0.0554  A HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+3 28 
    
HOMO-7 ➡ LUMO+1 17 
   
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+3 10 
    
HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO+1 56 
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 B3LYP/6-31G* CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 
# 
 λ 




(nm) f0f Symm. Excitation 
Cont. 
(%) 
36 244.6  0.0096  B HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+3 73 200.7  0.2529  B HOMO-4 ➡ LUMO+2 12 
           
HOMO-3 ➡ LUMO+5 16 
           
HOMO-2 ➡ LUMO+4 20 
           
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+4 20 
37 244.4  0.0123  A HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO 18 198.3  0.0051  A HOMO-8 ➡ LUMO+1 13 
    
HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO 32 
   
HOMO-6 ➡ LUMO+1 14 
    
HOMO-7 ➡ LUMO+1 16 
       
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+7 12 
       38 243.8  0.0029  B HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO 18 198.2  0.0182  B HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO+1 14 
    
HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO+1 10 
       
    
HOMO-8 ➡ LUMO+1 30 
       
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+6 18 
       
39 243.2  0.0008  B HOMO-11 ➡ LUMO 35 197.7  0.0195  A HOMO ➡ 
LUMO+1
0 31 
    
HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO+1 12 
       
    
HOMO-9 ➡ LUMO+1 25 
       40 242.6  0.0009  A HOMO-10 ➡ LUMO 19 197.3  0.0646  B HOMO-14 ➡ LUMO 15 
    
HOMO-1 ➡ LUMO+7 50 
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